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J. ScottfThe Chronicle 
Turkey and stuffing brought intemational students and faculty together at the fifth annual 
Thanksgiving Celebration for Intemational Students in the Hokin Annex on Nov. 20. at a lunch-
eon meant to introduce them to the holiday. The celebration featured the traditional smorgasbord 
along with an explanation of the significance of the holiday, speeches from faculty and a skit per-
formed by On The Ground, a student activist group.-Joc/y Richardson 
Look rna, Columbia is on TV 
o College expects to capitalize on Thanksgiving parade as marketing opportunity 
By Jam" Murnane 
Stan Writer 
While many area colleges have 
rurned to television commercials to 
advertise their institutions, Columbia 
officials chose a less conventional way 
to spread the word. This holiday sea-
son, the college will be one of the 
many sponsors of the 70th Annual 
State Street Thanksgiving Parade. 
Last year, the college sponsored the 
parade as a one-time experience, said 
Mark Lloyd, Columbia's assistant vice 
president of communications and mar-
keting. However, this year Columbia 
signed an exclusive sponsorship con-
tract with the Chicago Fest ivals 
Association through 2006. 
Lloyd said the contract will cost the 
college between $50,000 and $60,000 
every year. 
"We are one of the largest sponsors 
of this year's parade," Lloyd said. 
TIle sponsorship means that the col-
lege is sponsoring the nearly 30 march-
ing bands hailing from Chicago to 
Mississippi that perfonn throughout the 
parade, according to Karl Sommers, 
Columbia's director of marketing. 
The college also sponsors the Band 
Bash, a pre-parade party for the band 
members at the Chicago Hilton and 
Towers, 720 S. Michigan Ave. 
Sommers said Columbia's spon-
sorship is a way to get the students in 
the bands interested in the college. 
The Band Bash is also meant to give 
executive college staff members a 
chance '0 speak... Mark Kelly, vice 
president of student affairs, and 
Murphy Monroe, director of admis-
sions, are scheduled to address those in 
attendance at the Band Bash. 
The parade coverage will be nation-
ally syndicated and as of last week, 
nearly 120 other stations in the coun-
try have decided to run the footage. 
More may decide to run it as well. winners; and Barbershop producers 
Columbla'S" presellce in the 2(0) George Till man and Bob Teitel met 
parade helps to increase national while attending classes in Columbia's 
awareness of the establishment. Film and Video Department . 
Sommers said. Columbia was the ftrst Chicago area 
The parade will broadcast li ve college to sponsor the event, and the 
Thanksgiving morning. again on Nov. three-year contract gives the college 
30 and final ly on Christmas Day. The exclusive rights. Sorruners said. The 
price of the possible national exposure. stipulation allows Columbia to be the 
Sommers believes, is "such a drop in one and only college sponsor. 
the bucket" compared to what it would However, when Harold Washington 
cost to do actual commercials. College asked to have a balloon in this 
"Since we don' t have a football team year's parade. Columbia was consult-
and we don', want a football team, we ed. Harold Washington was granted 
don' t get the national television cover- permission because, as Sommers said. 
age most colleges and universities get," "We have so many different partner-
Sommers said. 'The parade gives us a ships with other schools, we need to be 
chance to stand out in a crowd." good neighbors." 
The parade not only allows In addition to the college sponsoring 
Columbia to be seen by millions of the marching bands, it will also have a 
people, but the sponsorship also guar- float featuring the Columbia Jazz 
antees the college an ad and a feature Ensemble, directed by Scott Hall. The 
story in the Chicago Tribune. aPPf'JJUmately 20 students who com-
Coincidentally, the parade wiJI kick- prise the Jazz Ensemble are scheduled 
off right in front of the new University to perfonn Duke Ellington's version of 
Center of Chicago. The building- the "Nutcracker Suite" while riding 
when it's completed next fall- will along the State Street parade route from 
house nearly 700 Columbia students. Congress Parkway to Randolph Street. 
Sommers said WLS-TV, which is tele- Hall said that when Colu mbia decid-
vising the parade, has been urged to ed to get involved with the parade last 
mention the new "superdonn." year, he was asked to have the Jazz 
Organizers said the Columbia logo Ensemble play. 
will be seen by an estimated 1.5 mil- " It was great but very cold ." Hall 
lion people, including the 300,000 said of last year's experience. "We' re 
expected on State Street. more prepared this year; we 're not just 
Sommers said that. as the Columbia wearing our tuxedos." According to 
float and Jazz Ensemble appear on Hall, the college is providing the 
camera, a ticker will scroll across the ensemble with unifonn coats to use for 
bottom of the screen infonning view- the next ttuee years. The purchase of 
ers of things Columbia has accom- those coaL~, Sommers said. will be the 
plished. only addi tional costs the college wi ll 
For example, viewers may learn face concerning the parade. 
that Columbia's Museum o f The State Street Thanksgivi ng 
Conte mporary Photography is the Parade is on Nov. 27 at 8:30 a.m., 
only Midwestern museum dedicated along State Street, from Congress 
solely to photography; that Columbia Parkway to Rando lph Street. 
alumni include Grammy, Emmy, The parade will be broadcast on 
Oscar. Tony, Pu litzer and Jeff award WLS-TV at 9 a.m. 
CI),¥ Campus A&E 
Director hired to_ 
clean up Studenti 
Financial Servic~ 
o College pledges to clean up 'mess' for students 
By Chris Coates and Lisa Salde 
Edi1or~trChief and Managi~ Ecfrtor 
Tackling mounting student criticism 
about the college's student financial 
aid, Columbia ha.~ secured a new exec-
utive director of Student Financial 
Services and implemented changes 
that offi cials contend will be benefi-
cial fo r students. 
Some students contend the depart-
ment is continually afflicted with mas-
sive problems. Loan applications are 
lost. Students are bi lled twice. 
Telephone calls are missed. 
"It's a mess," said Chris Mullins, a 
junior theater major who was waiting 
inside the Student Financial Services 
Office on the 3rd noor of the 
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. 
Michigan Ave. A transfer student in 
2002, Mullins said the deparunent has 
mishandled his loans every semester. 
"Unless I physically come in here 
and fight with them, they'd just let it 
go," he said. 
It is a point echoed by many in line 
in the fmancia l aid office. 
Anna Livemlore, a senior fashion 
design major. said the office has lost 
her loan application in the past. 
"I just couldn ' ( get a hold of any-
one," she said. "I My financ ial aid offi-
cerl was never in the office." 
Another student, senior radio major 
Toyar Graham, said she was being 
forced to prove that she paid her last 
loan so that she could receive another. 
But with an increase in financ ial aid 
criticism. the college has made several 
steps to improve the department, 
including the appointment of a new 
director. 
' 'I' m looking to eliminate lines. I 
hate lines," said Timothy Sauhs, a for-
mer associate comptroller and bursar at 
the Illinois Institute of Technology and 
the college's pick for its new executive 
director of Student Financial Services. 
Bauhs comes to Columbia with 
more than 10 years in educational 
finance. In past jobs, Bauhs has 
arri ved in struggling financial aid 
departments, quickly implemented 
beneficial changes and moved on 
within several years. Bauhs admits he 
has an impressive baiting average. 
"I have a strong history in taking 
[financial aid] operations and improv-
ing them:' he said. 
Sauhs spent time at National Louis 
University in Evanston, North Park 
University and six years at lIT. 
When he arrived at liT in 1997 as a 
bursar, Bauhs said the financial aid 
office dealt with long lines and many 
complaints. He said students were 
sometimes billed the wrong a.mount-
a mistake faced by many Columbia 
students. 
At North Park University-a private 
Christian college on the city's north-
west side-Bauhs confronted similar 
problems. Serving as the college's 
director of student accounts. Bauhs 
held infonnational seminars and took 
solid steps to lessen the deparunent's 
bureaucracy, he said. 
See SFS, Page 6 
Student Health Center 
sponsors wellness fair 
o Cornucopia of services and information to be offered 
By Jordan Troka 
Assislanl News Elitor 
With the stress of the holidays fast 
approaching and final exams on the 
horizon, the Student Health Center is 
sponsoring a fair to educate students 
about the im portance of total body 
health and well ness. 
The event, to be held on Dec. 3 from 
noon to 4 p.m. in the Hokin Annex of 
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. 
Wabash Ave .. will feature an array of 
health and wellness infonnation for 
interested students. 
"We tried to offer a variety: things 
people would relate to in regards to 
their health." said Gina Consoli no, a 
nurse practitioner in the Student 
Health Center and the primary coord i-
nator of the event. 
The Chicago Dep:U1ment of Public 
Health and Beller Existence with HIV 
are two organ izations scheduled to 
attend the event and provide free. con-
fidential HI V testing. Other organiza-
tions schedu led to attend include 
Planned Parenthood. Parents, Families 
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays and 
representatives form the Illino is 
Secretary of State's Office, who will 
speak with students about the impor-
tance of organ donation. 
Columbia's Counseli ng Services 
will offer screenings for depression. 
bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety 
disorder and posttraumatic stress disor-
der. Interested students will fill out a 
survey created. in pan, by the Harvard 
University Department of Psychiauy 
and then a staff counselor will review 
and score the survey and spe.'lk with the 
students. Marsha Morris, a therapist in 
Counseling Services. said this screen-
ing is important because there are so 
many people who suspect they are 
depressed and the survey will provide 
them with an answer. 
"When we speak with a student who 
appears to have some problem. we will 
o ffer them resources either within 
Columbia or outside," Morris said. 
Rape Victim Advocates will also 
have a table. Consolino said that on 
average, one in three women will be 
raped or sex ually assaulted in their 
li feti me. 
Dearborn Dental. 539 S. Dearbom 
St., will be pre .. ~en t to speak about den-
tal health. An eye care professional will 
See Health Fair , Page 6 
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MONDAY 
A screening of the documentary Unprecedented: The 1000 
Presidential Election will take place at I :30 p.m. in Room 
602 of the South Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave . 
Filmmaker Richard Perez will be present for the screening. 
For more information, call (312) 344-7185. 
Jazz Gallery is at 12:30 p.m. in the lobby of the Concert 
Hall in the Music Center, 1014 S . Michigan Ave . For more 
information, call (312) 344-6 179. This weekly jazz concert 
features students from the Jazz Studies Program. 
E ight times. That's the record for the numbcr of times I checked my car 
doors to make sure they wcre loc ked . 
Eight times. Eight minutes that I could 
have spent doing anything but succumb-
ing to my outright stupid compulsion. It 
runs in the family. 
On nearly every family vacation, just 
as the car was backing out of the dri ve-
way, my mother went through the mem-
ori zed checklist. "Did you unplug the 
iron?" she would ask to no one in par-
ticular. Yep. " Did you check the back 
door?" Yep. "Did you blowout the can-
dies?" Uh huh. " What about the stove?" 
We hadn't baked any pound cakes that 
morning, so the question was moot. 
In fact, the Coates fami ly has experi-
enced many a u-turn to check if the can-
dies wcre out, the doors were locked, 
the front I ight was on. 
This wasn' t just safe checking. This 
was a compUlsion. It took me a few 
years to realize the difference . 
Safe checking involves inspecting 
someth ing very thoroughly. For exam-
ple, the candle issue. Look at the can-
dle? Is there a flame? If there is, extin-
guish it. Now, tell yourself the candle is 
out. No need to check aga in, right? 
Not so. 
With an apartment of my own, I 've 
fo und myself creating a very thorough 
TUESDAY mental checklist that I- almost subcon-sc ious ly- follow every morning. It goes 
Columbia is host ing a conversat ion wi th alumnus Robert something like this: 
Teitel at 7:30 p.m. in the Merle Reskin Theater, 60 E. Balbo I. Check the stove . Even ifl haven't 
Drive . The event is free to Columbia students, faculty and cooked in a week, I still verify that the 
alumni and 55 for everyone else. Teite l co-produced burners and oven are in the off posi-
Barbershop, Men of Honor and Soul Food. For more infor- tions. I usually con finn three times, but 
mati on, call (312) 344-7280. . .... sometimes more ifl just cooked some-
Drum Circle is at I p.m. in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash 
Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave . For more informa-
tion, call (312) 344-7 188. 
WEDNESDAY 
The Best orthc Tuesday Night Student Concert Seri es is at 
12:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the Music Cente r, 101 4 S. 
Michigan Ave. The best musicians in this series return for an 
encore performance . For more information, call (3 12) 344-
6179. 
THURSDAY 
Christkindlmarket is at II a.m. in Daley Plaza, 50 W. 
Washington St., and runs through Dec . 22. The ann ual mar-
ketplace features a variety of food and shopping booths . 
Visitors can purchase food items like homemade soup and 
European chocolate and buy goods like cand les, jewelry and 
nutcrackers. For more information, call the Mayor's Office 
of Special events at (3 12) 744-33 J 5. 
Chicago's Thanksgiving Day Parade is at 8 :30 a .m. and 
runs on State Street between Congress Parkway and 
Randolph Street. Severa l performances will take place at the 
grandstand between Ra ndo lph and Washi ngton streets. For 
more information, call (3 12) 78 1-568 I, 
The 26th Annual Turkey Trot is at 9 a .m. in Lincoln Park . 
The event, sponsored by Vertel 's is an 8K run , wa lk and j un-
ior dash . The Turkey Trot will attract more than 4,800 run-
ners and prizes will be awarded . For mo re information, ca ll 
CAPR I Events at (773) 404·2281 or register o nli ne at 
www.caprievents.com. 
FRIDAY 
The 901h Annual Ho li day Tree Lighting Ce rcmony begins 
at 4:30 p.m, in Daley Pla7..a . Traditionally, the mayor lights 
the tree, which , tand, 85 feet thi , yea r, to mark the beginning 
of the holiday ,cason. For more informat ion, call the 
Mayor " Office of Special eve nt s at (J 12) 744·33 15. 
The Adler Oanzlhelltre Company prcJenl. " How We Grew 
Breasts Without k eli lly 'fry ing" al ~ p.m, in the Studio 
Thelltre of the Chicago CulllJrltl Ce ntcr. 77 E. Kandolph 81. 
Ticket.~ li re SIO and ca n be purchtlJetl by calling (773) 41J6-
8261. The ,h(1W runJ through 'Jee . 20 , 
" you have an upcomIng event or 
announcement, call The Chronlcl.'1 
newl d.lk at (312) 344-7254. 
thing. 
Yet, aft er separate checks, I still have 
fears that the place wi ll be burned to the 
ground when I dri ve up at night. 
Arriving o ne eveni ng from a long road 
. 11 years ago in 
The Chro.nicle 
In the Nov. 22, 1992, edit ion, The 
Chronicle leads with an ana lysis of the 
collcge's endowme nt funds, which then 
reac hed S II million . According to the 
front-page article, Columbia did without 
a se rious endowment fund for 85 years 
before adopting a plan in 1975. Fi ve 
years later, the fund reached an astound· 
ing S2,500. 
Today, re cords show Columbia's 
endowment fund tota ls approximately 
546 millio n, down from an all-time high 
in 2000 o f nearly 560 mill ion. 
Meanwhile, Northwestern University's 
2002 endowment fund totaled 53 .5 bil-
lion. 
I Announcements 
Kick the habit 
• The Student Hea lth Ce nte r 's six-
week Freedom From Smoking program 
will , tart anew at the bcginning of the 
' pring ~cmc ster. 
The curren t pro¥rum bCllan Oct. 7 and 
i, wrupping up. a ce nter employee sa id . 
With the band 
• Columbia Krudull tc Nei l Uer"rn"n 
traveled to th c Pcnilln Gulf and 
AfghanlJtlln lIu t spring with thc rock 
b.n~ Mink. 
The band 11 1,,0 enterta ined troo p' In 
Ar"hbnl"um II be munths ancr 9111. I-II" 
lilt gig wu 1M OunllUlnomo Ray, Cuba 
In July. 
Why didn't we think of that., 
• Columbll arldul te KMI')IM aOlnlk 
rCilellCld I book In SClpt.mbtr .nd II our-
, .ntly wurkln" on I le,eenp'IY thlt 
trip, a Chicago police officer- w ith 
flashing b lue lights atop his or her car-
was pulling someone over in front of 
my apartment. "This is it," I thought as 
I pulled onto the strcct. " [ didn ' t tum 
the burner off, a stray napkin caught o n 
fire and now my apartment building is 
all but ashes ." Crazy stufT. 
2. Check that the candles are thor-
oughly extinguished. Obviously, thi s is 
another fire fear. 
3. Check that all the doors in the apart-
ment are closed before leav ing. I can't 
figure out where this came from, but it 's 
one of the strongest of my rituals. 
5. Make sure the toilet seat and lid 
are down . Thi s is not a typ ical male 
trait, but I got it, probab ly from my 
mom. In fact, [ yelled at my g irlfriend 
for leaving the toi let lid up one week-
end. She should know better. 
6. Check that the heater is off. Why 
heat the place when you' re not there? I 
usually check this twice . 
7. Check that the front and rear doors 
are locked. Thi s is by far the biggest 
part of my morning ceremony. I check 
countless times. Sometimes I wake up 
in the middle o f the night to confirm the 
back door. I don ' t have a fear o f an 
intruder, at least I don 't think so. Still, I 
have to check again and again. 
I do the same thing with my car 
doo rs. A couple weeks ago, I drove a 
classmate to a project and he forgot to 
lock the door. I couldn't be lieve it. 
Now, I check it one morc time, just in 
case. 
Now, I know what you ' re thinking. 
He's crazy. But, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder- which I diagnosed myself- is 
not all that uncommon. One in 50 
adults has an obsessive-compulsive dis-
order, according to the Obsessive-
Compul sive Foundation, a Connecticut-
based group. The di sorder is significant-
chronicles the story of how her website, 
www.savekaryn.com. got her out of a 
520,000 credit card debt. 
When Bosnak found hersel f unem-
ployed and up to her ears in bills in June 
2002, she created the low-budget web-
site to ask people worldwide to send her 
money and help payoff her shopping 
debt. 
The pl an worked and was featured in 
The Ncw York Times, People and Time. 
Premiums stand stili 
• Employee premiums for the 
Col umbi a College Co mprehensive 
Hea lth Plan and for HMO Illinois will 
rcmain s tagnant for 2004, despite 
increases in health care costs. 
Columbia employees will pay S300 
annually for single coverage under the 
Comprehensive Health Plan and 5600 
annually for family coverage . Dental 
and vision are also covered. 
While other employees in the country 
pay about 2S percent of the costs of their 
insurance coverage, Columbia employ-
ees pay less than 6 percent. 
Oall.ry talk 
• Christopher Lynn is the new gallery 
coordinlltor for the Center for Book and 
Puper Arls . Lynn received his Master's 
of Fine Arts Degrce in painting from 
Ohio State Uni versity. 
1-10 worked for the West Pllm Belch 
Mu~eum of Con temporary Photog rlphy 
Il nd the Uri"hanl Yauni University 
Museum of Art before com ina to 
Co lumbia, 
W. hope It work. 
• Ently online roKI ~trlttlon fin the 
!lprlni 2004 seme"l",r beahts Oct , I. 
Stmle nt s wlshlna to ptmlul pRte must 
meel with a flu,:uit), Rdvher ttl Ket roy;ls~ 
Ittulun clearAnce . 
Siudentil wi ll m, able 10 rellster !'rom 
Iny co mputers wilh 1m Inlernol IlO"I\~~ 
lion . 
for mo~ InJ\)mtltlun, !.lotl' ACt thlt OUII 
ly more ordinary than schizophrenia, 
bipolar di sorder or panic disorders, 
according to the National Institute of 
Mental Health . Well, that's a relief. 
My strain of obsession- the "oh, 
God, I have to chcck the (insert item 
here)" variety- is actually pretty nor-
mal and on the lower end of the OCD 
scale. In fact, the OCF's own on line test 
actually says I don't have OCD at all . 
The real OCD is stereotypical : wash-
ing hands over and over, avoiding walk-
ing on cracks because they a llegedly 
break your mother's back, etc. Like 
Jack Nicholson's character in As Good 
as it Gels. 
Apparently, I have the "obsessive" 
part of OCD down pat, but not so much 
of the "compulsive." I should really 
work on that. 
And a lthough there 's no solid proof 
OCD is genetic, my brother told me he 
has a checklist too . Colin, a freshman at 
Defiance Co llege in Ohio, said he 
checks to make sure, for example, his 
desk light is off. 
He was a bit hesitant to blame it all 
on Mom. But Mom fully admits, Col in 's 
and my paranoia is probably a learned 
response. 
" How many times did we tum 
around ?" she asked rhetorically about 
the countless "I wonder if' moments of 
our childhood. Mom told me she 's been 
a bit on edge ever since she watched the 
house across the street from a family 
friend bum to the ground because the 
homeowners left their dryer on when. 
they were gone. Since then, my mom 
makes sure our dryer is finnly in the 
"ofr' position . 
That explains it. 
"ts this going to make me look like a 
lunatic?" she asked . No, Mom. If I had 
a dryer, I would check it too. Twice. 
-c(;Coates@chroniciemoii.com 
Student Help Desk at (312) 344-7788 . 
FOCO wrappIng up 
• The three-month long FOCO Festival. 
a celebration of Latino pop culture, wraps 
up on Dec. 4 and 5 with a concert at 
HotHouse. 31 E. Balbo Drive. featuring 
cutting edge alternative Latin music. 
The festival was entirely student-run and 
student-produced and was also funded by 
Latino Cultural Affairs. 
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Alumni give back Sound penonnance delivers 
with scholarships 
o Students receive total of $20,000 in fund's first year 
By Adam Zakroczvmski III 
StalfWriter 
If there is anyone that knows how 
hard it can be to pay for school, it's 
students. 
In an effort to help them achieve 
their goals and make it through col-
lege, Columbia's Alumni Relations 
Dcpanment has sct up the A lumni 
Scholarship to keep students at 
Columbia. 
According to JcryJ Levin, director of 
alumni relations, a lotal 0($20,000 was 
awarded to eight students this year. Six 
students were given $3,000 for their 
tuition and two were given SI,OOO for 
their semester in Los Angeles. 
Eric Wolfram, a junior majoring in 
audio arts and acoustics, said he was 
"excited and shocked" when he found 
out he won the award. "Thi s [scholar-
ship} was the first award I' ve won 
from a school and not the govern-
ment," Wolfram said . 
For the past 15 years, the Alumni 
department has been collecting money 
for such a scholarship. 
Last year the Alumni Adv isory 
Council was set up to oversee the dis-
bursement of these funds. 
According to Levin, the AAC is 
made up of nearly 40 Columbia alumni 
from a variety of backgrounds. Like 
the students who receive the scholar-
ship, the alumni are also in diverse 
fields such as photo, film, writing and 
management, Levin said. . 
"The students are nominated fo r aca-
demic and creative excellence," Levin 
said. After being nominated fo r the 
scholarship by the chair of their depart-
ment. students must fill out an applica-
tion and. submit an essay to begin the 
consideration process. 
For the students, the process is rel-
atively si mple. Wolfram said he wrote 
his essay about why he chose his par-
ticular field of study at Columbia. 
. For the AAC to decide who gets the 
money, the process is a little more 
grueling. They spend eight months 
deciding who the recipients of the' 
scholarship will be, Levin said . . 
The AAC has discussions with the 
adm issions office, all chairs in their 
respective departments and the provost 
in order to determine the best way to 
structure the money. 
The alumni involved arc very 
enthus iastic about the program. 
"They met probably 15 times," 
Levin said. 
Recipients ~ust have at least a 3.0 
GPA and demonstrate financial need in 
order to obtain the scholarship. 
"It's a merit scholarship, but priori-
ty is given to need," Levin said. 
Like many Columbia students, 
Wolfram pays his own tuition but finds 
it difficult to obtain assistance because 
of his parents' income. For Wolfram, 
every linle bit helps. 
In a similar situation, Christine 
Hemandez-Tevenal, a senior in the 
Early Childhood Education program, 
said she was excited to receive the 
scholarship. 
"It eased the financial pressure," she 
said. The Alumni Scholarship program 
"will be an annual award and is current-
ly set up for continuing students only. 
The winners must be in their third or 
fou rth year. 
"Our goal is to help students stay 
[at} Columbia," Levin said. "We felt 
our efforts were best spent creating 
alumni." 
Peace Corps wants you 
o Three Columbia grads serve on three continents 
By Jamie Murnane 
SIaIlWriler' 
Whi le the economy takes its toll on 
thousands of jobs, fewe r college stu-
dents are finding jobs after graduation. 
According to Steve Roskelley, public 
affairs specialist of the Chicago Peace 
Corps office, more of those students 
are now "considering the Peace Corps 
as a post-graduation option." 
Individuals who choose to postpOne 
their earcc:rs to join the Peace Corps are 
in for a 27-month commitment, 
Roskelley said. They first go through a 
three-month training program to get 
accustomed to their duties and the 
country in which they wi ll be residing. 
There, Roskelley said, they'll actually 
serve for the remaining 24 months. 
According to Roskelley, three fo r-
mer Columbia students arc current ly 
serving their 27-month Peace Corps 
tenns. 
Christy Ehnnann, c lass of2001, is 
in Turkmenistan working as a health 
educator. Cornelia Goddard, class of 
1996, is working in environmental 
education in Bulgaria, and Angela 
Ratkowski, who graduated in 2002 
and . worked in Columbia's Writing 
Center, is working as an English 
teacher in Benin. 
The former students could not be 
reached for conunents since they are in 
such isolated locations. 
However, Derek Boczkowski, assis-
tant director of the Writing Center, 
worked with Ratkowski and was not 
surprised by her decision to join the 
Peace Corps. 
"She was a very caring and helpful 
person. She always gave her undivided 
attention and best efforts to those she 
tutored in the center," he said. 
In addition to the three currently 
involved with the Peace: Corps, there is 
one other srudent who graduated in 
Margaret Kizior, 29, class of 
2003, ships out in March. 
June 2003 who is in the fina l stages of 
Peace Corps processing. Margaret 
Kizior, 29, who was a radio broadcast 
major at Columbia, is preparing to go 
to Eastern Europe to teach the English 
language to secondary school students'. 
She also plans to help establish an 
after-school program at the school in 
which she'll be teaching. 
Kizior acknowledged that many of 
her friends who had gone through the 
radio broadcast program were not yet 
working in their desired field. 
Discouraged by the possibilities in 
radio, Kiuor said, "I knew I wasn't 
going to work in some cubicle from 9 
to 5.lfl couldn't work in my field, I at 
least wanted to go out and do some-
thing to help other people." . 
After learning about one of her close 
friend's experiences in the corps, 
Kiuor's interest grew. 
"Just hearing about the work she 
was able to do {in Africa] and the 
changes she made in people's lives 
made me really want to get involved," 
she said. 
Kizior believes her time with the 
corps will help her to feel better about 
See Peace Corps, Page 6 
o Aaron Williamson performed with student workshops after week-long residency 
London-based artist Aaron Williamson lectures Nov. 10. He performed in the Glass Curtain Gallery. 
By Dominic k Basta 
Staff Writer 
Weary and breathing heavily on the 
evening his solo performance and resi-
dency ended at Co lumbia, Aaron 
Williamson was ready to return home. 
"I'm exhausted," Wi lliamson said 
after the performance. "My experience 
here has been totally fantastic." 
The 42-year-old British artist, who is 
deaf, exerted a wild, spontaneous ener-
gy during his week-long residency at 
Columbia, a part of the ongoing Tic-
Toc performance series. 
Will iamson came to present two 
highly-anticipated performances at 
Columbia: a collaborative work with 
students, Nov. 14, and a presentation of 
a solo piece, Nov. 15. Both events were 
held at the Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 
S. Wabash Ave., of the 1104 Center. 
"It was very enjoyable to be here," 
Will iamson said. "It's not very often 
that I get to perform in America, let 
alone with American students. I found 
[them} great to work with." 
Williamson's solo performance, 
"Roll in,'" was a multimedia exhibit 
which involved Williamson interpret-
ing several themes in front of a screen, 
which played footage of falling rock 
debris. Each segment started wi th 
Wil liamson shouting, "Rollin!'" which 
led into his innovative combinations of 
objects to evoke d ifferent reactions 
from the .audience. 
Mei Wong, a sophomore dance 
major who also participated in the stu-
dent performance the night before, was 
speechless at the close of the show. 
"l'm too surprised to speak," Wong 
said. "All I can say is that it was truly 
wonderful." 
Williamson is an interdisciplinary 
artist who incorporates performance, 
objects, language and space. 
His performances often utilize vari-
ous strong visual clements to exempli-
fy the theme of his work. All of this is 
transformed through the experience of 
becoming completely deaf over the 
course of 20 years. 
Art and Design Department faculty 
member Matthew Wilson, curator of 
the event, said this presentation was 
typical of Williamson's performances. 
"Aaron uses lots of humor in his 
work and takes a very nontheatrical 
approach," Wilson said. "This was dif-
fe rent from some of his shows in 
London in that he engaged the audience 
to participate." 
At various points during his per-
formance, Williamson selected volun-
teers to join him in acting out his 
pieces. Whether he was exchanging 
shoes with an audience member or 
passing out cups of whiskey, 
Will iamson was always very aware he 
was performing fo r an audience and, 
as a result, developed a good rapport 
with them. 
"Aaron works with people and the 
space around him as well as using 
[common] objects in unusual ways," 
Wilson said. "People who work with 
Aaron are allowed to see his approach 
fi rsthand. If Aaron was just deaf, he 
would not be here. He is a lso a very 
talented artist." 
Ju lie Caffey, assistant d irector ofC-
Spaces, said she did not know what to 
expect from Will iamson but was 
exched and honored to have hi m at 
Columbia. Six students fro m various 
departments signed up to work with 
Williamson during h is residency, 
which included a week of workshops 
each night leading up to the perform-
ance. Students were unsure of the 
specifi cs of the event unti l the night of 
the presentation. 
"We did not know what we were 
going to do," said Paula Thumb, an art 
and media graduate student. "Some of 
the objects we used were predeter-
mined, but when it came time to do the 
actual performance, what we did was 
very nonconventional, structural and 
based a lot on chance." 
Many of the students used the assort-
Anni Holm; Intemational Student Organization president and pho-
tography major, performs on Nov. 14 with students and Williamson. 
cd objects in the gallery, such as lamps, 
Post-it notes, paint brushes, duct tape 
and bubble wrap in very nontraditional 
ways, while others just fed off the spon-
taneity of their collaborators. 
"It was great," said Lauren 
Hamilton, a sophomore ASL major in 
the performance. "By the night of the 
performance, we all worked really well 
together, and I think that made it a ll the 
more interesting. I'd never done any-
thing like this, and it was very liberat-
ing to do so." 
Rather than make his work autobio-
graphical, Williamson tries to tailor his 
performances to the sites in which he 
performs, allowing the context of space 
to shape his art. This approach, 
Williamson said, places his work in the 
post avant-garde movement. 
He prefers to use video, calling it 
"low tech," saying it is simple in its 
visual aesthetic and that the video 
speaks for itself. There is no agenda; it 
is merely a documentation of his art. 
Regarding the nature of his handi-
cap, Williamson sa id it was jus t 
another circumstance for his develop-
ment as an artist. 
"I haven't always been deaf. I 
became deaf oyer a period of20 years," 
Williamson said. " It was a process of 
transformation. I come from a worki ng-
class English background. People 
thOUght something awful was happen-
ing to me." 
In 1997, Wi lliamson completed a 
doctoral thesis on performance, writing 
and bodily identity at the University of 
Sussex. Some of his acclaimed per-
formances include: 'L ives of the 
Saints', in which Williamson explores 
acts of certain renowned saints as per-
formances, connecting them with per-
formance art imagery; and the "Five 
Smokin' Televisions" video installation 
at the Ferens Art Gallery in England 
(May- June 2(01). 
Will iamson, who Jives in london, 
has had exhibits and performances 
around the world, most notably in 
Great Britain, Japan and North 
America. He is the author of several 
books, including Hearing Things 
(200 I) and A Holy throat Symposium 
( 1995). 
Influenced by theater and fine arts, 
Williamson has explored working with 
performance, installation, photography, 
sculpture, text, video, choreography, 
digital arts, and new media. 
His main emphasis is on disability 
rather than on praising ability as a tra-
ditional anisl. By mixing the human 
with the digital, the normal relations 
between body and technology arc bro-
ken down, according to a statement on 
Williamson's websi te. 
"It is not a huge theatrical dimen-
s ion, what I do. I work with children 
and ask, 'How did you make this 
painting?' which is really more inter-
esting than the actual work," 
Williamson said. "My emphasis is 
not on a completed work but my par-
ticipation in making it." 
- Jody Richardson contributed to 
this article. 
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Mobility's Nobility. PowerBook G4 
The 12-inch. 
Presenting the new 12-
inCh PawerBoak G4. 
featuring a brilliant 12-
inch active·'matrix display 
housed in a stunning 
aluminUITl alloy enclosure 
It.:eighing just 4.6 pounds. 
Starting at $1,399 
With SuperDrive: $1,599 
The all-new 15-inch. 
Fully loaded with a 
1.25GHz PawerPC G4, 512K 
af L2 cache, AirPort 
Extreme Card, megawide 
display. Hadean graphics 
and a slot··loading 
SuperDrive, the 15-inch 
PowerBook G4 boasts 
jaw-drapping features. 
Starting at $1 ,799 
As described: $2,299 
The 17-inch. 
The next big thing from 
Apple: The new 17 ·inch 
PawerBaok G4. Featuring 
the largest, mast 
spectacular display ever 
to grace a portable. 
miraculously engineered 
into a l -inch-thin 
notebook that's ultralight 
and ultradesirable. 
S~arting at $2,699 
Another great offer when you buy a Mac. 
Buy any Mac and get Keynote for only 
$49 - an instant savings of $30. 
No matter which Mac you choose, you can save $30 on 
Keynote at the time of purchase. Offer avai lable 
through December 21, 2003 
Back to school basics, available from Apple. 
In addition to 5% to 15% 
discounts on most Apple 
products, you can buy all the 
accessories you need from the 
Apple Store for Educat ion, many 
discounted for students. 
HP Deskjet 5150 
~9'J.OO 
Pro Skater 4 
$J!I.9S 
-, 
Microsof t Office v,X 
S 149.95 
JBL Crelture Speakers 
$119.00 
'r he A[lp l.> Store (.0 Co lumbia College 
6)~ (~. W"bd')h, SUIte ?O~) 
l'iI')(I(' '$1) ·l~~ .BMA( 
Ilt t pi /wv'/v u o il! rn ,1.'<1 ul r) pples t ore/ 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 
$99.95 
Three slimmer modf!'j~, Ahead-<lf.th~~urve 'design. More 
ways to have fun. ThE' perfect travel companion. 
10 GB • 2.500 Songs ' $269 
20 GB • 5,000 Songs' $369 
40 GB • 10,00050n95 ' $469 
Power Mac G5 . '"" 
iBook 
eMac 
The worgr~ fastest personal 
compliter, now-with 64-blt 
te<hnotogy -' bandwidth to bum. 
1.6 GHz • $1,799 
tn(1tH:t.s su~ and 80 G8 HO 
Dual 2.0 GHz' $2 699 
Indudu SUp'H~;a;:d 160 (;8 HO 
% ~:~~*€;~, ~R$ 
_of' ." 
llU:l most affordable Mac: pottabie. "-
evei-.nowWith G4-power. ~, 
'. 12" IBook • $~9 , 1nW"-! ... _ ... .. CD-OOM 
1 
Perrorrtlllnc.e ilnd value, .lIln Of)4f, 
Affold~ble G4 power. 
""!I_mil Combo Drive' $749 ~ In(ludt$ 1 GU, G4 • .ao G8 h-.d O«Ytt 
SuperDrlve • $999 
1n(kuj" 1 GH" G-1 & eo GI ~ Offvt 
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a cenversatien with celum.ia alumnus 
RObert · Teitel 
producer of Barbershop I and II, Soul Food, and Men of Honor 
moderated by Bruce Sheridan, Film/Video Chairman 
7:30pm, Tuesday, November 25, 2003 
Merle Reskin Theatre, 60 EI Balbo A vel 
for more info, call the career center for the arts & media: 312-344-7280. 
free to all Columbia students, staff, faculty, and alumni; general admission, $5. 
sponsored by the Film/Video Department at Columbia College Chicago. 
Irlceets tl \ ene f i t t he 'Ien t .lr s sch.Iarshil 
f ir eratuates If chi cae' ,ui l ic hieh sch •• Is ~COlu mbi a COLLEGE CH ICAGO http:(/www.colum.edu/ 
SEMESTER IN LA: ALM SCORING Is an advanced, twelve<redlt, five-week 
Intensive course In scoring, producing, recording and mixing music for films. 
APPUCANTS WIU BE SELECTED ON THE BASIS OF AN AUDITION 
AND A PORTFOUO REVIEW. APPUCATION DEADUNE APRIL 1, 2004. 
Rnd out more ... www.mullc.colum.edu 
ATIEND OUR OPEN HOUSE SESSION 
ON TUESDAY DECEMBER 2 , 12:30 - 1 :30 PM 
IN THE CONCERT HAll OF THE MUSIC CENTER, 1014 S. MICHIGAN AT 11TH ST. 
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Science Institute head 
wins award for service 
o Lerman wins society 'Jife-tim7 achievement' award 
By Andrew Greiner 
SlalfWritet 
The head of Columbia's Institute 
for Science Education and Science 
Communication, Dr. Zafra Lennan. 
has received another award to add to 
her already impressive resume. 
Lerman won thc 2003 American 
Chemical Society 's Charles Lathrop 
Parsons Award , which is given every 
two years to a member of thc ACS to 
recognize contributions to society. 
ACS is a nonprofit organization for 
thc promotion of science with 
160,000 members. 
Her list of awards. ci tations and 
community recognitions is three 
pages long and includes a 1999 
Presidential Award for Excellence in 
Science, Maihe'malics, Engineering 
and Mcntoring. 
"I think of all my awards, this one, 
the Parsons, is No. 1. This award is 
not for an achievement in chemistry, 
anybody can do that. This award . is 
fo r public service through chemistry. 
It is beller to be recognized for how 
you help people," she said . 
This year's Parsons Award had 13 
nomi nees. Winners were selected 
through a balloting process, and each 
round of ballolS contained five candi-
dates and a selection board chose one 
cand idate . After a series of votes, 
Lerman emerged as the winner. 
ACS spokeswoman Alicia Harris 
said Lerman was not chosen for one 
specific accomplishment. 
"This is more of a lifetime achieve-
ment award than anything. Dr. 
Lerman was chosen because of all of 
her accomplishments and her level of 
public service," Harri s said . "She has 
done so much." 
The presentation ceremony was 
held March 25, in New Orleans. 
Lerman dedicated her award and her 
ensu ing speech to two men: Her men-
tor Franklin A. Long and Columbia 
founder and former president Mirron 
"Mike" Alexandroff. 
It was at Corne ll University, where 
Lerman performed research on sec-
ondary isotope effects, that Long 
influenced her to use her talents in 
chemistry for the good of humanity. 
"He received the Parsons Award in 
1985 and it was his dream that I 
would someday receive it. So it has 
doublc meaning for me," Lerman 
said in her award address. 
Lerman met Alexandroff in 1977. 
In her award address, published fn the 
Journal of Chemical Education. she 
said her first interview with 
Alexan.droff gave her the impression 
she was joining a cult. 
Her first impression of Alexandroff 
was that he looked li ke Moses "with 
long flowing white hair, a long beard 
and bushy eyebrows." 
She joined the "cult" school and 
started a "long, long love affair with 
Columbia," she said. . 
Columbia gave Lerman the oppor-
tunity 10 pursue alternative methods 
oftcaching. In 1981, Lerman created 
the Department of Science and 
Mathematics at Co lumbia; the 
File Photo 
department's offices are located on 
the 14th floor of the South Campus 
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave. 
With Alexandrotrs support, Lerman 
came up with inventive ways to teach 
chemistry. Because Columbia is an art 
school, Lerman adapted chemistry into 
a language that art students could 
relate to. 
Her first class started at a bar. In 
an effort to bribe students into taking 
her c lass, she rounded up some 
prospects and took them for drinks. 
Before long she was discussing the 
chemical makeup of alcohol, she 
explained in her award address. 
She encourages her students to use 
chemistry in inventive ways. Some of 
her students make short films and 
cartoons with chemistry themes. 
In one of her inventive approaches, 
Lerman devised a way to teach chem-
istry through dance. She also extends 
her teaching techniques to Chicago 
Public School teachers each year dur-
ing a summer workshop. 
To prove that her art school science 
programs don't play second fiddle to 
anyone, she pairs her programs with 
Ivy League schoo ls. 
Every year Lerman flies a group of 
her students to Princeton University 
for a joint science symposium where 
students from both schools share 
their research findings. 
"Everyone thinks that Yale, 
Princeton and Harvard are the best 
institutions. So, I take my students 
there to prove we do just as well," 
Lerman said. 
Scholastic endeavors are not 
Lerman's only fie ld of contribution. 
Her influence is felt throughout the 
world due to her human rights work. 
She has helped oppressed scientists 
in China and the former Soviet 
Union, and she has chaired an ACS 
subcommittee for scientific freedom 
and human rights. 
"Zafra is known the world over as a 
superb educator, and her activities 
related to the advancement of scientif-
ic freedom and human rights are,.. leg-
emiary," said Nina I. McC le ll and, 
chair of the ACS board, in a statement 
to Chemical and Engineering News. 
Lerman is the second woman to ever 
win the Parsons Award. Dr. Mary L. 
Good, a Donaghey University profes-
sor at University of Arkansas, Little 
Rock. won the award in 199 1. 
Peace Corps Continued/rom Page 3 
herself by malcing a difference. 
Since she was adopted, Kizior has 
the need to "give something back." 
" It dcfinitely has to do with how my 
parents raised me ... they're both real-
ly happy about my decision," she said. 
As of now, Kizior is unaware of 
where she'll be stationed. She won't 
find out those detai ls until approxi-
mately two months before her depar-
lUre on March 20. 
"First, I'll be scnt to D.C. for even 
more paperwork ... then I'll go to the 
country I'll serve in and live with a host 
family for the fi rst three months for cul-
tural training." Kilior said. " I'll learn 
the language, rel igion and what the 
acceptable behavior in the country is. 
I' ll be able to fully immerse myself in 
the sUlToundings." 
Roskelley noted that aside from hav-
ing a college degree, applicants should 
have "a strong desire to serve, previous 
volunteer experience, and intercultural 
sensitivity." 
Students interested in traveling to 
distant countries and serving others 
with the Peace Corps should apply 
soon--especially if they wish to depart 
in the summer. 
It may take five months to a year for 
one to actually leave the country after 
applying, Roskelly said. 
To apply, visit the Chicago Peace 
Corps office at 55 W. Monroe St., Suite 
450. More information can be found on 
the corps website, ww.peacccorpS.gov. 
Campus News 
J-D,ept chair thinks big 
o Nancy Day is taking first semester to get settled, boosting program is next 
By Jody Richardson 
SIiiI\\\ier 
After a five-year search and several 
acting and interim chairs, the 
Journalism Department has landed a 
new chair, Nancy Day, a Harvard 
Nieman Fellow and Stanford graduate. 
At a Nieman Fellowship Narrative 
Conference last fall, journalism facul-
ty member Rose Economou, who was 
on the search committee for a new 
chair, met Nancy Day and gave her a 
flier describing the open position at 
Columbia. The college had previously 
placed ads in newspapers and journal-
ism publications. 
Instructor Norma Green, who 
served as head of the journalism chair 
search committee, said: "We really 
wanted permanent leadership in place . 
Those who served as acting head 
know nobody takes you serious." 
Of Day's arrival, Green said: "I am 
thrilled to hear laughter coming from 
her end of the hall. It is not all paper-
work. Nancy has a good attitude about 
the challenges she is facing." 
Although the faculty handbook 
states thaI chairs of departments are 
required to teach at least two courses 
per year, Day is exempt from teaching 
this semester. She began her time at 
Columbia by learning about Ihe facul-
ty's needs and concerns as well as 
working to prepare tenure packages 
for the three facu lty members up for 
tenure. 
"The first thing Nancy did was 
make appointments with all of us to 
discuss our ideas and where there. are 
problems," said Barry Rice, ' the 
department's director of the Magazine 
Program. "I think it is especially hard 
to come in as a new boss to'an existing 
group of people. I've been so 
impressed with her approach in deal-
ing with personnel and students. She is 
a very good manager." 
Next semester, Day w ill be teaching 
a Magazine Journalism II class for 
graduate students. During this time, 
she plans to spend more time with the 
srudents, understanding their concerns 
and observing other ways to improve 
the journalism curriculum. 
Day's agenda also includes improv-
ing the journalism presence on the 
Columbia website. 
"We have a lot of good student 
work here, and I would like the web-
site to showcase students' work," Day 
said. " We have a recent addition to the 
Andrww J. ScottfThe Chronk:le 
Nancy Day brings a world of experience to Columbia as the first 
permanent chair for the Journalism Department in five years. 
Journalism Department, David Fish, Women's Enews, Workforce, Working 
who has a lot of production and design Mother and Working Woman. 
experience. He can help us improve Day's newspaper background 
the website and hopefully design a includes being a reporter for The Palo 
logo for the Journalism Department." Alto Times, the Illinois State Register, 
Along with that, Day will be head- the Chicago Sun-Times, the 
ing the search for two new tenure track Associated Press and the Anchorage 
facu lty members. The department has Daily News. She also served as an edi-
two tenure track openings in tor for ' the San Francisco Examiner. 
September: a public affairs instructor Additionally, Day freelanced for the 
and a broadcast journalism instructor. Boston G lobe, the Boston Herald and 
Day graduated from University of the Los Angeles Times . 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, cum A recipient of the Associated Press 
laude with a bachelor's degree of sci- Managing Editor Award, Day also 
eoce and from Stanford University received the American Bar 
with a Master of Arts in communica- Association Gavel Award, ' United 
tion. Press International Spot News Award 
Day .was an associate professor of and the Copley Ring of Truth and 
journalism at Boston University's University of Illinoi s Journalism 
Coll ege of Communication for 19 Alumni Award. 
years. While at Boston University, Day is a Nieman Fellow at Harvard 
Day was the director of advanced jour- University, a program in which 12 
nalism studies fo r three and a half journalists are selected each year to 
years and the co-director of the print attend Harvard and receive a stipend 
and online journalism program for two for their stud ies. Day attend'ed 
years. Harvard at the age of 30. 
Day was also a consulting editor to Doreen Bartoni, dean of 
Nieman Reports, the quarterly maga- Columbia'S School of Media Arts, 
zine of the Nieman Fellowship, for interviewed Day in Chicago for the 
four years. - chair position. J 
She has served as a freelancer fQr ' "She seemed to be" a natural fit,': 
numerous magazines including The Bartoni said. "She's a noted scholar 
American EditQr, Columbia and practitioner. She has strong 
Journalism Review, Family Circle, administrative experience at Boston. 
Harvard Business School Bulletin, What impressed me about her is her 
Health Digest, Lawyers Monthly, understanding of our mission and her 
People, Redbook. Revolution, Rolling ideas on how to raise [the] Journalism 
Stone, Stanford, Teen People, Department to the next level." 
SFS Continued/rom Front Page 
Bauhs, tactics at other schools are ' 
likely a forecast of hi s plans for 
Columbia. 
In an interview with The Chronicle 
Nov. 14, college President Warrick L. 
Carter acknowledged problems in the 
department. Carter credited some of the 
setbacks concerning loan checks to an 
implementation of new software, 
which he said is not totally compatible 
with the federal government's software. 
The lack of compatibility means 
some students are lost in the shuffle 
and receive no checks. Meanwhile, 
others receive more than one loan 
check he said. 
Carter also addressed charges of 
excessive waits in the department-
especially over the telephone. He said 
the college has been advised by an out-
side consul.tant group that is working to 
remedy the problem. Bauhs is appar-
entlyaware of Columbia's dilemmas. 
"It seems like there's a lot of prob-
lems in that area, and I'm not big on 
problems," he said. "My goal is to 
make those problems go away." 
While he doesn't want to specify any 
plans for Columbia just yet, Bauhs did 
point to OASIS, the college's Internet 
portal, as one device that could expe-
dite and improve the financial aid 
process if it is "used properly," he said. 
He also said the much~riticized cus-
Health Fair Continued/rom Front Page 
also be prescnt to provide care informa-
tion to students. A chiropractic group 
will provide neck and back pain screen-
ings and provide information for meth-
ods to stop the pain. 
A variety of alternative medicine 
practitioners will also attend this year's 
health fair. 
A yoga master will demonstrate 
techniques and talk about the health 
values of regular yoga practice. 
An acupuncturist from Green 
Bamboo Acupuncture and Oriental 
Medicine. lSI N. Michigan Ave., is 
scheduled to attend, but Consolino said 
she was not sure whether or not stu-
dents would be able to receive soothing 
needle treatment on-site. 
"The marriage of East and West 
medicine could lead to greater wellness 
in the future," Consolino.said. 
For those students looking to relax, a 
massage therapist will be giving mas-
sages but most likely. Also, a nutritioq-
ist will discuss eating concerns and pro-
vide guidance for healthy eating. 4 
A physical therapist from AthletiCo 
Rehabilitation, which h~ several 
offices in Chicago, including one at 
20 N. Michigan Ave., will talk about 
injury prevention. 
Consolino said this' table is geared 
toward Columbia's perfonning arts stu-
dents, due to the fact that the organiza-
tion works with Hubbard Street Dance 
and the Joffrey Ballet. 
"It should be a very good time. It's 
free information, free stuff," said 
tomer service aspect of the department 
will iinprove. 
"There's going to be a lot of changes 
and improveme~ts, t\ Bauhs said of ~s 
future at Columbia, which starts Dec. I . 
Mike DeSalle, vice president of 
finance, did not return phone calls from 
The Chronicle. . 
Bauhs is 36 with a four-year-old 
daughter and lives in Oak Park. III. He 
received his undergraduate degree in 
political science at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a 
master's in higher education adminis-
tration at Northwestern University. 
He's currently working on his certified 
public accounting credentials. 
Consolino, who added that there may 
be 'health-related giveaways during the 
course of the day. 
~onsolino said she hoped students 
would come away from the event with 
a greater knowledge of health informa-
tion and resources. 
She added that those who cannot 
attend the annual health fair can visit 
the Student Health Center in the 
Residence Center, 731 S. Plymouth 
Court, and access a private computer to 
search for any health or wellness infor-
mation they might need. 
"I want students to learn-something." 
Consolino said. " I want them to have 
fun." 
• "Fo,. more information about the 
health/air. call (j/}) 344-&130. 
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TO: Columbia 
FROM: Office of 
College Students 
Student Financial Service 
~ 
0 
'C 
Currently enrolled students who have an unpaid Fall 2003 balance will not be restr.icted 
from participation in Spring 2004 continuing student registration. 
;;:: 
<Xl 
:;;: 
n 
Additionally , the college will not assess late payment fees for the Fall 2003 semester . 0 ,.... 
M; 
IP 
m 
There is a CLASS SCHEDULE VOID DATE ON FRIDAY, JANUARY 16, 2004, 
for students who participated in continuing student registration and owe Columbia 
c: 
<Xl 
~ 
~ 
a Fall 2003 balance greater than $500 . Payment to meet this re~~irement must be received 
by the college no later than Friday , January 16, 2004. 
CHECK YOUR CURRENT BALANCE ON YOUR OASIS COURSE AND FEE STATEMENT. 
If your Spring 2004 courses are voided , your next opportunity to register for Spring 2004 
classes will be during the Spring 2004 open registration period beginning January 28, 2004 . 
Pl€ase keep your courses by meeting the payment requirement no later than 
Friday , January 16 , 2004 . 
We hope this arrangement benefits currently enrolled students by assisting them to obtain 
the courses they need. However, it remains the student ' s responsi.b.i.l..ity to meet the payment 
requirements prior to the void date of Friday, January 16 , 2004 . 
As posted lasl week, this is a gener-
al description of what each commit-
tee docs for SGA. Student Affai rs: 
responsible for hearing and evaluat-
ing issues that are nonacademic as 
well as student life and student serv· 
ices. Academic Concerns : hears and 
eva luates any academic issue. 
SlUdent Facilities: reSponsible for 
evaluating concerns on matters of 
residence life, student committees, 
campus facilities, and general safety 
and comfort. Graduate affairs: hears 
and evaluates graduate student con· 
cems. Financial Affairs: reviews the 
SGA budget and determine the 
amount of money given to student 
organizations and college events. 
Public Relations: prepares and dis· 
seminates information on SGA 
activities, amendments to the consti· 
tution, and any other pertinent infor· 
mation on a regular basis. Election 
and Rules: decides rules and regula· 
tions for elections held at Columbia 
College. If you are interested in let· 
ting your voice be directly about an 
issue come to a meeting. Everyone 
is frce to come to committee meet· 
ings and even vote on what is being 
discussed. Contact your SGA for 
more information on times and loca· 
(ions. 
·Public Relations Committee 
Contact Information 
E·mail: sga@colum.edu 
Phone: 312-344-6657 
Fax: 312-344·8423 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
Student Org. HUB/Office C 
Chicago, IL 60605 
Open: M· Th 104 
- ze: 
SGANEWS 
Last Week's Minutes 
The following is a brief representation of what was discussed at the last Student Government 
Association meet ing of Columbia College Chicago. 
- Meeting called to order at 5:0 I p.m. 
- Senators talked about open forums 
-Next week, Senators asked to bring in written report of forums available to public 
-There was a board of trustees Meeting the Executive board attended to address three 
major student concerns • 
-Tuition 
·Columbia cannot raise tu ition the way it did last year. 
·If we do that again, we are above the average of a private school. 
-Student Center 
-The super dorm took three years from imagination to complet ion. 
. We have talked about the Student Center for five years. 
· Space 
. We have outdated rooms that are too overcrowded. 
·We need'more space for academic and non academic gatherings. 
-Academic Concerns is meet ing with the provost to discuss the Interactive Multimedia 
Program, Academic Scholarships and Library hours. 
-Chavis Harrison was appointed and approved as the new At-Large Senator for SGA. 
Meet ing Adjourned at 5:47 p.m. 
NEXT WEEK: 
Tuesday 5:00 p.m. in the basement of 1104 S. Wabash Ave. (THE HUB) ! 
Issues tentatively to be discussed are: 
STUDENT CENTER 
OPEN FORUMS 
Want to win a cool prize? Answer 
the following question and tum the 
answer into the SGA office. Only 
the first 10 people will win! 
Q; Wbo do holidays celebrate? 
(HIl\'T: read artides) 
Tidbits 
COMING SOON FROM THE SGA! 
Studenl Affairs Comminee of 
Studenl Government Association is 
having an open meeting Dec. 2 
from 12-1 in the Hokin Annex. 
You want your concerns to be 
heard? Prove it! 
GOVERNING ADVICE 
"'fyou want to know more about 
paranoids, follow them around." 
SENATOR 
SPOTLIGHT 
Hi, my name is Lucas Skorczeski. I am 
your standard every day student here at 
Columbia. I am just your normal 6 foot 4 
inch, vegetarian, ex·sailing instructor, who 
went to an all male, Catholic, military, col· 
lege prep high school before coming to 
Columbia in order to major in Early. 
Childhood Education with a focus in Asian 
Language and Culture, only to become 
involved in the Student Government 
Association as an At· Large Senator and 
wind up on the Public Relations 
Committee, all while in a civil suit against 
the mayor and chief of police in Chicago. 
Really, I don't think I do anything very 
unique. However, I do like art and music. 
Wait, I reversed those, I reaHy like music 
and art. I hold the record in Student 
Government here al Columbia for giving 
away the most free sluff. What better way 
10 celebrate Thanksgiving than with a cor-
nucopia filled with, waler bottles, staplers, 
pens, sunglasses. and Frisbees? What can I 
say; I don't celebrate the holidays as much 
the holidays celebrate me. 
DO YOU THINK THI!RI! SHOUUI 
BI! SMOKING LOUNGEII 
ANYWHERI! ON CAMPUS' 
YESD NOD 
Tum into .ny of the ..,.,. It To The 80.- Locations 
(11a.4. 623 S. Wabash. 600 S. Mictlig..,j 
(Y retum to the SGA 0Ifiee 
~ :z 
0 m 
<: C') 
1'" m 
CJ1 <: 
"-' m = 
= 0 ...., 
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New houses strengthen bonds in sorority life 
By Sarah Saba las 
Knighl Ridd~ Newspilll'f' 
COLUMBI A, S.C.- "Arc we scri· 
ous ty watching this?" Katrina 
Sorensen asks as she sinks onto a pile 
of pillows beside a squishy red couch 
holding a half-dozen other Delta 
Zetas. The big-screen television is 
tuned to the daytime soap "General 
Hospital." 
"Yes," said a sister lying on the 
soft-checkered rug, "because Carly's 
in a coma. And Sonny's wife blew 
up." 
It 's a typical weekday afternoon in 
the IOI-year-old sorority's new Greek 
Village house. Women wander in and 
out of the room, exchanging familiar 
greetings and discussing the day. Their 
conversations me lt inlo one another: 
,, ' wore my 'Jesus Is My Homeboy' 
T-shirt home and my mom asked what 
a homeboy was, so 1 told her." 
.... .that we sent Melissa 's date fly-
ing through the window." 
" ... because there we re bugs in the 
punch bowl. " 
..... and I have to say, if the engage-
ment ring was less than two carats, I 
honestly think I'd say no." 
The gathering includes freshmen 
who still live in domls, as well as sen-
iors housed o ff campus. All seem 
thrilled with the new house and with 
the proximity 10 other sororitlcs and 
fraterni ties. It 's the new hub for many 
of the 2,000 Uni versity of South 
Caroli na undergraduate students in 12 
sorori ties and 17 fraternities. 
"Greek life is growing j ust like the 
village is," said Delta Zeta Pres ident 
Amanda Ingran. "T he village has 
changed everything for the better· . 
re lationships between Greeks a re 
stronger." 
Before the ir houses were built, 
many Greeks li ved in the famed-for-
its-mold South Tower. 
"There's no comparison," sa id 
Kathryn Harper of Chi Omega (her 
sorori ty stayed at the Holiday Inn for 
two months wh ile waiting for their 
house to be finished). " We' re in the 
lap ofl uxury now. I feel like a Beverly 
Hillbi lly." 
All this comfon, however, requires 
true commitment. Rules, responsibil i-
ty and cooperation are a way of life 
here . 
.. It 's about respecting your letters," 
said Katie Page, Delta Zeta's vice 
president for new member education. 
She added that there are four things 
sisters shouldn' t do while wearing 
them: drink, swear, smoke or spit. 
Renee lttner·McManuslKnight-Ridder 
Ebony J. Woods, left, president of Zeta Phi Beta, talks with Kendall Robinson and Brittney MacDougall of Alpha Chi Omega at a 
sorority council meeting in Columbia, S.C., on Nov. 3. After years of living together on designated floors in dorms, USC's Greeks 
fina lly have their Greek Vil lage, built next to the Strom Thurmond Well neSS Center. 
"Our sorority was founded on being a 
classy lady; being true to the ideals of 
womanhood." 
At that, Sorensen- a striking, 
graceful brunette- lets a c rust of 
bread dangle precarious ly o ff her 
lower lip. Everyone cracks up. 
Across the street at Kappa Alpha 
fraternity, some of the 34 residents are 
playing pool and watching an even 
bigger television. 
"The only rules are, clean up afte r 
yourself and don' t burn the place 
down," said chapter President Heath 
Stewart, a senior majoring in English. 
He poi nts out the group picture of 
Kappa Alpha in 1954 hanging near the 
dining room and sa id he recently met 
some of the men. 
' 'They came for a reunion-that's 
the good thing about having the house 
instead of renting somewhere out; you 
can invite people over anytime-and 
they told stories about lighting the 
homecom ing float on fire," Stewart 
said. 
"They pointed to the pictures and 
sa id, ' I know him'- '1 saw him last 
week'- 'Oh, that's so-and-so; he's 
dead .' It was sort of frightening. But 
when they looked at it, their faces got 
all happy." 
Some members said they feel a 
strong bond with the alumni of the ir 
houses. Often, those a lumni come 
back to offer mentoring and services. 
The Delta Zeta's decorator is a mem-
ber. 
" She helped us make the house 
functional yet anractive," Page said. 
"And she has a terrier named Jefferson 
dressed to match her outfits. He wears 
a li ttle bow tie." 
Their housemothers and chefs also 
make the students' lives easier. ("Chef 
Doug's chili 's the bomb," Sorensen 
said.) The Delta Zetas' housemother, 
Barbara Hennes, makes sure the resi-
dence is clean, orderly and well main-
tained. The women ca ll her Mama 
B"b. 
" It 's like managing a hotel, except 
that the guests stay, and we don' t have 
a reception desk," Hennes said. 
Before dinner, there 's a parliamen-
tary-style counc il meeting in Delta 
Zeta 's library, attended by sorori ty 
office rs and representatives. Issues 
include late dues ("You know who 
you are") the upcoming blood drive 
("Get excited, y 'all !") and why Katie 
Page has worn the same red Dance 
Marathon T-shirt for three weeks 
("I've entered a bet. ") 
After a dinner of turkey, homemade 
macaroni and cheese, fresh asparagus, 
rolls, key lime pie and sweet tea, the 
women set up for a another meeting; 
this one just for Delta Zetas. 
When the gavel drops, they nomi-
nate next year 's candidates for pres i--
dent, vice president, secretary. treasur-
er and public relations officer. They 
discuss T-shirts for an upcoming 
mixer ("Does anyone have a problem 
with shirts that say 'Golf pros and ten-
nis hos?''') 
When they beg in to , di scuss 
Lartlplighting, the busy pledge-initia-
tion weekend, one woman raises her 
hand. 
"It 's going to be three straight days 
of activities," she said, "and I can't 
afford to take that much ti me off 
work." 
"Then," said Jay lene Braxton, col-
legiate chapter di rector and adviser, 
" I suggest you wri te an excuse." 
After the meeting, the women set-
tle in for another night at home. For 
those just coming in, a tape of 
"General Hospital" awaits. 
Anti-war protester may get reprieve 'Simpsons' has religious values, says minister 
(U-WlRE) BERKELEY, Calif . ....:.. 
University of Cali fomia at Berkeley 
officials softened the recommended 
sentence for one of three students 
convicted last month of disturbing 
the peace during a March anti-'war 
protest. 
Rachel Odes, Snehal Shingavi and 
Michael Smith were found guilty 
last month of fa iling to comply with 
an official and disturbing the peace 
in a s it·in last spring to protest the 
Start orthe U.S. bombing in Iraq. 
Smith was also convic ted o f 
restricting and resisting a university 
official. 
!\ university panel recommended 
granting a stay of the one semester 
suspension for Smith proposed by 
campus officials during last month's 
sanction hearing if Smith seeks 
anger management services, accord-
ing to a Nov. 7 lener from Student 
Judicial Affairs. 
The suspension had been pro-
posed for what Smith planned as his 
last semester. 
He also faces 30 hours of commu-
nity $Crvic 10 hours more lhan 
Odes and Shingavi. 
All three will also receive warning 
leners in their student conduct fil es. 
A lthough Smith said he was 
pleased that his sanction recommen-
dation was lessened, he said the 
changes were not a major break-
through. 
" I don't want 10 give the impres-
sion that the hearing panel vindicat-
ed us," he said. 
Smitb's harsher recommended 
sanctions stemmed partly from an 
earlier code violation-a brawl with 
a group of srudents two years ago. 
" I think it really goes to show ... 
the university'S motivation is to 
silence dissent on campus and attack 
anti-war organizcrs by any me,UlS 
meY can think of," Smith said. 
Dean of Students Karen Kenney 
has not made a statement as to 
when she will come to a final deci-
sion regarding the students' punish-
ment. 
University officials said O des, 
Shingavi and Smith were singled 
out from the 119 students arrested 
at the protest because of their previ-
ous disciplinary records. 
Shingavi and Odes both had 
records of arrest for similar offens-
es duri ng protests, but this was 
Smith's first on-campus arrest. 
- Lindsey Meisel 
By Christopher Jones 
cavalier Daily (U. Virg inia) 
CU-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVILLE, 
Va.- Arc 'The Simpsons' one o f the 
most Christian fami lies on television? 
Does the Springfi eld of Ned Flanders 
and Apu provide an example of di ffer-
ent religions and spiritualities? 
Shawn Galyen, a ministe r wo rk-
ing with the Georgetown chapter of 
the Chi Alpha C hri st ian 
Fellowship, offe red his answers to 
these questions during "The Gospe l 
According to the Simpsons," a dis-
cussion sponsored by the 
Universi ty of Virginia Chapter of 
the Chi Alpha Christian 
Fellowship. 
Speak ing before a large audi-
ence, Galyen used author M ark 
Pinsky's book The Gospel 
According to the Simpsons as a 
basis for a discussion about the ro le 
religion and spirituali ty play in the 
FOX television se ries and the ideas 
embodied by various Simpsons 
characte rs. 
" I th ink that 'T he Simpsons' is 
the most spiritual, religious show 
on televis ion today," Ga lyen said at 
the begin ning of his lecture. 
Galye n is one of several minis-
te rs who use ' The Sim psons ' status 
in popu lar culture as a way to reach 
out to students and invol ve them in 
re ligious discuss ion. 
"The goal is to get the discussion 
to a broader aud ience," Ga lye n 
sai d. 
Pete Bu lleu e, a ministe r invo lved 
with the univers ity's chapte r of Chi 
A lpha, invited Galyen to speak at 
the universi ty. 
"'The Simpsons' is a common 
ground people could use and under-
stand to begin a dialogue," Bullette 
said. 
Galyen said several different 
ministcrs have held s imilar discus-
sions at universities in states rang-
ing from Massachusetts to Iowa, 
and that Reform Jew ish and 
Ep iscopal ian groups have also 
asked him to speak. 
Galyen noted, however, that he 
and othe r ministers have used 
Pinsky's book on ly as a founda tion 
for discussion on various topics. 
Ga lyen's s peech focused on the 
relig ious and spi ritual ideas embod-
ied by various characters ranging 
from Bart and Home r to Reverend 
Lovejoy and Ned Flanders, w hereas 
Pinsky 's book discusses spec ific 
aspects of re ligion such as prayer 
and heaven and he ll. 
" I want to d iscuss what the dif-
feren t cha racters represent as 
options in a mult ire lig ious world ," 
G alyen said . 
W hen fi rst a ired, 'The 
Sim psons' was c rit icized fo r its 
rebe ll ious a ltitud e and sat ire. 
P insky, howeve r, embraced the 
show's humor, poin ting ou t that 
the show parod ies all aspects of 
American life and treats rel igious 
faith with a high leve l of respect. 
"The gift of 'The Simpsons' is 
that the characters' fundamental 
be liefs a re animated, but not cari-
caturcd," Pinsky wrote. "God is 
not mocked, nor is His existence 
questioned." 
. Bullelte agreed, noting that 
"'The Simpsons' comm unicates its 
values using humor." 
Ga lyen said that just as the 
show leaves many re ligious ideas 
up for inte rpre tation, viewers can 
interpret for themselves w ha t eac h 
character represents and how that 
relates to their dai ly lives. 
" If ' T he Si mpsons' can he lp 
you, use it." Galyen said. 
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NativeAmerican chief remains 
U. oflllinoismascot ... fornow 
o 'He's not on death row,' says chief supporter 
By Anne Gleason and Marv Elizabeth Tallon 
Daly rlini IU. mol 
(V-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111.-
Chief IIIiniwek will remain the sym-
bol of the University of Illinois- at 
. least for a liltle while longer- as a 
result of the Nov. 13 board of 
trustees meeting. 
Trustee Frances Carroll withdrew 
her resolution to ret ire Chief 
lII iniwek at the bcgir.ning of the 
meeti ng and said she didn't think she 
had enough votes fo r the measure to 
pass and wanted more time to per-
suade fellow trustees 'to agree to it. 
Carroll said when she joined the 
board in May she felt the majority of 
trustees were in favor of retiring the 
mascot, but last Wednesday she 
became uncertain if she would have 
the s ix votes needed for a majority. 
" h 's just too important an issue to 
have it get out there and voted 
down," Carroll said. " It wou ld serve 
no purpose to have it defeated. 
They'd still have the Chief." 
Her decision to withd raw the 
item set off protests from Chief 
opponents and was seen as an 
encouraging sign to Chief suppon-
ers. Both opponents and supponers 
attended the morning session of the 
meeting in large numbers. 
Prior to the meeting, members of 
Students for Chief IJUniwek and 
other Chief supporters banded 
together to sing Illinois loyalty songs 
and at one point chanted "Keep the 
Chief" for several minutes. 
After Carroll's withdrawal of the 
resolution, anti-Chief protesters, 
many , from the Progressive 
Resource/Action Cooperative, 
shouted "BOT, Shame on you!" and 
approached the front of the meeting 
fOom with a large sign reading 
':Racist legacy conti nues." 
The resolution, which proposed to 
retire Chief lIIiniwek as the universi-
ty symbol but retain ' the name 
Fighting lII ini, was added suddenly 
to the agenda Nov. J O. 
Carro ll initially said she would 
refil e the resolution for the board's 
July meet ing but later said she 
would like to see it on the agenda 
fo r ·the March I I meetjng because 
more students would be on campus 
then. Student Trustee Nate Allen 
also expressed support for bringing 
back the resolution at the board 's 
March meeting in Urbana, III. 
Visib ly upset by the board's deci-
sion, Chancellor Nancy Cantor 
walked out of the room after 
Carroll's announcement into an IIIini 
Union hallway, stared out a window 
and started crying as friends and col-
leagues consoled her. 
" I really believe that we needed to 
move forward on this," she said. " I 
really believe that today is really 
problematic for this institution. We 
do not need to be embroi led in divi-
siveness." 
Later Cantor said she would like 
to see a vote on the Ch ief as soon as 
possible. 
Board Chairman Lawrence 
Eppley said that the withdrawal of 
the resolution reaffirmed the board's 
previous decision to retain the Chief 
until the issue is reconsidered. The 
board last voted on the Chief issue in 
1990 when it voted to keep the Chief 
as the university symbol. 
"There is a standing resolution in 
support of the Chief, and until that's 
overturned, that is the position of the 
board," Epp ley said. 
Eppley said he felt people on both 
sides of the issue should do a better 
job of understanding the other side's 
perspective. He said the passion 
shown by both sides was an indica-
tion of just how divisive the Chief 
issue is on campus, and the board 
needed more time to consider the 
resolution. 
"It's not so much [that) the board 
is concerned about laking heat on 
this," Eppley said. "It's just trying to 
figure out what we're supposed to 
do." 
But he said he was ready to vote 
against Carroll's resolution had it 
come to a vote. 
" I like the Chief," Eppley said. "I 
would have voted no." 
Although trustee Kenneth 
Schmidt said he also had made up 
his mind on the Chief, he refused to 
disclose whether he would have sup-
ported reti ring or retaining it. He 
said that before the meeting there 
was "not a clear enough majority in 
either direction to make a very firm 
statement" on the Chief. 
Allen said he did not know the 
lJ.N11\lE1W1Y OF KANSAS 
drawn until shortly before the meet-
ing and had he known he would have 
tried to alert students. Despite earl ier 
statements that he would vote for 
retiring the Chief, Allen thanked the 
Chief supporters fo r giving him their 
opinions and said he's always will-
ing to listen to their concerns . 
Some supporters as well as oppo-
nents of the Chief said they were 
disappointed by Carroll's decision to 
withdraw the resolution. But Dan 
Bolin, president of Students for 
Chief lIliniwek, said he saw the 
move as a sign that the board was 
prepared to vote in support of the 
Chief. 
Roger Huddleston, founder of the 
Honor the Chief Society, said he was 
encouraged by Eppley's statement 
that until overturned, the board 
would stick to its current stance on 
the Chief. 
"[The Chief] is still the symbol of 
the univers ity," Huddleston said . 
"He's not on death row." 
However, Demian Kogan, presi-
dent of Progressive Resource/Action 
Cooperative, said his organization 
will continue to attend board meet-
ings and argue its opinion until a 
decision is made. 
"We fe lt thcy had an opportunity 
to put this issue to rest," Kogan said. 
"It is unfortunate that they decided 
not to vote . ... We decided that we 
will not let thai go." 
Carroll said she hopes, in March, 
to have at least eight vOles to retire 
the Chief so the board can take a 
more definitive stance against it. 
"I'm going to be working on it," 
she said . "At least the resolution is 
out thcre." 
~Ma/( Stensland contributed to 
this report. 
WHAT DO 
YOUTBINK? 
Should the 
U. of UIln.Qis 
change its 
mas.Coot? 
E-mail us: 
Chronicle@colum.edu 
was a joke. Members of Kansas Anarchist thought it would be funny to get naked for a 
~ at)IU"Chist.s realJzed it would be a way to raise tlmds ror their cause. 
004 .talendar .filled with photos of members doing everything from lean~ 
while partially or fUlly qude. 
·~~~::e::~:~;'~~:~~~ "'" rejilly ",,""onabl. willj oUtSelv .. and each other," said Van .... Hays, • JW1ior 
tt from Topeka, Kan. - Fro,. Chronicle wire reports 
Illinois college towns 
push for later bar hours 
o Bar hours could be extended to 2 a.m. 
Jonanthan WrttenlOaily g~ni 
Students approach The Clyboume bar late in the night on Nov. 
11 . Other Illinois campuses are now considering extending bar 
hours to 2 a.m., like those in Champaign and Urbana, III. 
By Craig Col brook 
Daly'" (U.IIi>ois) 
(V-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111.-
Two college towns in the state could 
join Urbana-Champaign, III., home of 
the University of Illinois, in extending 
bar hours. 
DeKalb, III., the home of Northern 
Illinois University, and Charleston, 
III., the home of Eastern Ill inois 
University, have both taken action this 
month to try to extend their bar hours 
to 2 a.m., mirroring action taken by 
Champaign in August. 
"Champaign is the case we' ve 
looked al," said Adam Howell, mem-
ber of the Eastern Illinois Student 
Senate. "It's also the place a lot of stu· 
dents go to on the weekends for later 
bars. It's almost an indirect effect of 
Champaign's later hours that we're 
trying to extend ours." 
Howell said the proposal began out 
of student desire and concerns for stu-
dent safety. Students asked for extend-
ed . bar hours, especially after 
Champaign and Urbana extended their 
hours, and city and university officials 
thought stcdentS would be safer drink-
ing in a controlled envi ronment. 
Officials were also concerned that 
many Eastern students were leaving 
Charleston to go to other bars, espe-
cially in Urbana-Champaign. 
The proposal could extend hours 
from I a.m. to 2 a.m. on Sarurdays and 
Sundays but would only be valid for a 
limited time. Roger Cunningham, the 
assistant chief of police in Charleston. 
said this is so the city can evaluate the 
new system after a certain period of 
time. 
Cunningham also said that even if 
the measure passes, he doesn't think it 
will change police procedure much. 
"11lere will be increases in vehicle 
and pedestrian traffic and all the activ-
ities that go along with that, but r don't 
see any changes in police operations," 
he said. 
Kyle Donash, the external affairs 
chairman for the Eastern Student 
Senate, said the council will probably 
make the measure valid for the spring 
semester of 2004 if it passes. 
DeKalb's proposal for extended bar 
hours, on the other hand, has lirtle to 
do with actions in Urbana-
Champaign, city officials said. 
"Actually, I didn't even know you 
guys extended your hours," said 
DeKalb Mayor Greg Sparrow. "We've 
had an extra bar hour on Fridays and 
Saturdays for years, so I don't see how 
it's much of a big deal." 
Sparrow said that the DeKalb bars 
are already allowed to stay open until 
2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays and 
I a.m. the rest of the week. A recent 
proposal to the DeKalb City Council 
would allow the bars to stay "bpen 
until 2 a.m. on Thursdays as well. 
Sparrow said the proposal was cre-
ated out of concerns for student safety, 
as well as increased revenue for local 
1>=. 
Lt. Carl Leoni, the operations com-
mander of the DeKalb Police 
Deparnnent, said that although the 
measure would not ch?-nge police tac-
tics, police are concerned about the 
change. 
"In general, we've never supported 
longer liquor hours, mainly because 
most of our problems are alcohol 
related," said Lt. Jim Kayes. "Ninety-
nine percent of people dfink responsi-
bly but the ones who don' t cause a lot 
of problems." 
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t~] Upcoming Events [C] Spaces BAND NIGHT (bands only) 
The Monthly 
Drum 
C:ircle moutti 
H 0 kl n An n ex OPEN MIC AFTER HOURS SERIES 
Tuesday, November 25 
1-3pm 
Bring a drum or percussion instrument! 
i 
Lead bW i 
Michael ~ 
Zerang 
[C] 
Featuring: Cream Jones 
and the Resistance 
date THURS DEC 112003 
show time 6:30pm to 10pm 
location HOKIN ANNEX a%-
623 $ . wlblsh 1 st fl. chic.go ~ &0605 
312.344.1788 • www.coium.edWhotin ~P1 
FREE ; FooD : AdmissioN : FuN : FREE YOUR MIND 
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[~.~ Fall '03 Current & Upcoming Exhibitions 
spa c ,e s 
www.colum.edu/spaces 
. edition 
phs by 
. artists 
20,2003 
ugh 
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials 
The Chronicle finally gives thanks 
The Chron icle knows it's tough to 
be thankful. At a time when our 
troops are stati oned around the 
world , the country's economy-
though steadily improving- is still 
in the red and thousands of 
Americans are out of work; things 
arc pretty g loomy. Sometimes, one 
fcel s guilty to look on the bright side 
of life. 
But. as wc know, there are always 
prosperous times ahead . And 
Columbia is one place where we'd 
like to think students should be par-
ticularly grateful for what they have. 
While we admit The Chronicle is 
usually a negative sort, we also 
know Columbia has a lot go ing for 
it. 
So, The Chronicle presents the top 
10 items to be thankfu l for this 
Thanksgiving. 
10. The deans. With budget cuts 
on the horizon, they cou ld have real-
ly hurt our education. Instead, they 
reduced departmental budgets wise-
ly and saved all of us from a lot of 
suffering. Thanks! 
9. OASIS. We ' re thankful for the 
mueh-criticized college Internet por-
tal , OASIS? Yep. You can check 
your grades, tuition charges and 
even e-mait. The kinks are sti ll 
there, but we see improvements. 
. Thank you! 
8. The "superdorm." What's not to 
like about the University Center of 
Chicago? Columbia art stude nts 
intermingling with DePaul 
University law students and 
Roosevelt University communica-
tions majors. Plus, we hear the view 
is stunn ing. And there's a food court! 
We Just can't wait until Harrison 
Street reopens. 
7. The presidential res idence. 
Actually, we' re willing to bet the 
college is thankful 10 get rid of the 
thing. 
6. The new, traditional Columbia 
academic year. We all know 
Columbia likes to march to its own 
beat, but The Chrol1icle is happy 
with the college's move to start the 
academic year in August and wrap it 
up by May. It 's easier to land intern-
ships, and it means we don 't have to 
worry about finals over Christmas 
break. Of course, the new calendar 
doesn't start unti l 2005, but thanks 
in advance . 
5. Fire drills. Everybody needs a 
break occasionally, especially in the 
middle of an important Icctu(c. It's 
nice to know the college has our 
safety in mind. too. 
4. MayfestlManifest. They ' ve 
changed the name, but the idea's the 
same- a whole day in the park to 
listen to music and pick up freebies . 
The Chronicle's already looking for-
ward to it. Thanks, Columbia! 
3. The elevators. Nah . 
2. The new sidewalk. No matter 
how much Columbia spends on pen-
sions, scholarships and capital 
improvements, the best way to make 
a co ll ege student's life a little easier 
is to make sure they don't trip every 
day. That's exactly what the college 
did with the treacherous patch of 
sidewalk in front of the building at 
619 S. Wabash Ave ., which 
Columbia purchased this summer. 
. Granted, we know the co ll ege 
rep laced it to avoid a lawsuit, but it's 
the thought that counts. Thank you! 
I . Thanksgiving break . What's not 
to be thankful for? We all need a 
weekend off. But next year, why not 
add the Wednesday before 
Thanksgiving to the long weekend? ' 
We'd be really thankfu~ then . 
Parade promotion a true turkey 
If a picture is worth a thousand 
words, imagine this. On Thursday, 
the Columbia Jazz Ensemble will 
whiz through the 70th Annual State 
Street Thanksgiving Parade at a 
blistering four mph. All it cost was 
a cool S50,OOO. 
In the latest chapler of the col-
legc's saga to increase its exposure, 
it has sponsored the parade and 
signed a binding conlract for the 
next two years. You may not know 
the college has a habit of sponsor-
ing parades, li ke the Ti -~eI Town 
debacle in 2001, or that it sank 
S25,OOO into the Michiana Arts 
Festival. Attempts to reach 
prospective students in the past 
have also taken place on Un ivision, 
Exito, La Raza and yearly during 
Manifest, the festival formerly 
known as MayfcstIManifest. 
The college expects to pick up 
six hours of coverage, two of them 
on turkey day and another fou r split 
between rebroadcasts on Nov. 30 
and Dec. 25 . The December s lot is 
scheduled for S a.m. through 7 
a .m., in case you need something to 
watch while you ' re waiting up for 
the fat man in the red s uit. 
For the meager fee, Columbia 
officials expect to net millions of 
viewers, with a national broadcast, 
getting optimum placement in the 
telecast and coveted screen time . 
Some 300,000 people are expected 
to converge on the four downtown 
blocks to watch the procession. 
AI issue, though, is whether the 
expense justifies the limited possi-
bility of neuing the proper demo-
graphic. Are prospective Columbia 
students the type of people who 
watch Thanksgi ving Day parades? 
Would they choose a college based 
on seeing its name ad vertised in 
said type of event? 
Adm inistrat ion officials argue 
the low cost and possible high 
exposure is worth the gamble. The 
Chronicle is offering a bet with bet-
ter odds . It 's a chance to effectively 
market Columbia to the world that 
doesn ' t invol ve a ho liday, but 
instead making its first impression 
a lasting one . 
An honest effort to redesign the 
co llege 's website, grounded in the 
ski ll s that Columbia's best and 
brightest learned here would cost 
we ll below SSO,OOO and would be 
there fo r the world to see, 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year. The current 
site's saving grace is the nonattrib-
uted work of former students . 
Otherwise, it is a mess. 
Rather than bargain shop for rock 
bottom prices, Columbia should be 
investing in its most valuable 
resources, its students. We could 
support more groups like FOCO 
that bring internationally renowned 
artists to the college and make city 
headlines and newscasts. We could 
paint the Torco sign purple and 
change the letters to read something 
that resembles the word 
"Columbia ." We cou ld fund a stu-
dent-produced feature film and title 
it If you go to Columbia, Ihis is 
what you '/I learn how 10 do and 
submit it to every film festival 
under the sun . We cou ld even POSI 
it on the website. 
The next time we have S50,OOO 
to play with, let 's spend it on devel-
oping our identity as an exercise in 
authoring the culture of our time, 
something we a lready do for free . 
We supposedly have some creative 
types here, about 10,000 o f them. 
Let's place a bet on them, 
IRONY 
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Exposure 
Off the beaten path : 
Views from campuses across the country 
America's waistline goes global 
Sial! Edltorlll 
Iowa StIle Daiy (Iowa SIaIe U.) 
(U-WIRE) AMES, Iowa - The 
United Slates has taken its share oflumps 
!rom Europeans wOO dislike various 
aspecIS of this """'tty, yet 6tt1y po>1ake 
of its c:uItunli cxpons. Now they haY< 
decided 10 blame another thing 00 us. 
According to a Nov. 18 article in USA 
Today, Europeans an: blaming 
Americans fO< making them fill 
The article focused 00 Italy, when: 
''the classic r<girncn of fresh fish, fiui~ 
and vogdables, pas1a and olive oil ~ 100-
ing <u to American-<tyle eating habi~. 
The result: mpidly in=asing levels of 
American-style obesity." 
Yes., not only are Americans not 
responsible when they eat vas! amounts 
of &st and junk food, neither an: 
Europeans. 
News stories about the OOcsity "epi-
demic" haY< jumped in the I"'" few 
years. This is, in port, due to a change in 
standanIs of "ovaweigju" and "obese" 
in June 1998, which ~ 10 an arti-
cle at eM.com made 25 million 
Americans overweight overnight. 
However, the main concem is that 
Americans an: not eating right - and, as 
the USA Today article ~ causing 
Europeans to do the same-<ltld so "wc," 
Ihat is, the govemment, must _ in 
actions to save people: from ~IYCS.. 
Europe alroady has some dnlconian 
ideas in hand. Sweden has voluntary 
restrictions on television ads for soft 
drinks and junHood aimed at kids. The 
British Medical Association has c:aI1ed 
fo< a 17.5 _ "&I tax" 00 junk 
roocls-mor< tNln • sixth of their toCaI 
_I 
Calb fO< regulalion abomd. but 00 the 
list or Ihi ..... the gov<rMlCIlt shooId not 
be regulating. what we eat shooId be 
pm1)I hish up. This ~ not alcohol '" 
druss we on: talkina about. In ""'" like 
that, lqIUiatioo b justiflCd. B,. this b 
fuod. in all its f",,,, .. that wo'", IIIIkina 
about. hero, .omelhi"i ncces.wy to DOll-
tinue existence. Whether the food is 
aood fo< ... or " least sOOuld be, b im:1-
evant &om D I'qJUIo.tion slMdpuint. 
The line between fOOd ,vld c\lTentty 
regulutcd Itcnu Is eM)' to find. My COl'" 
lumpcioo uf" 1.1~~ or a PftCk ur 
M&M. doc:I , .. odvor.!ely .If ... the 
c:nvil"Otul'Icllt or hccI.tth ur tho penal 111-
tina IlC!X1 to ".." I .m noc nkR likely to 
run. n>d II&!_ .,,<1 plow Into It""«""'~ 
CIt *-"'" l lirwlk till, Pq_lt 
R"",Iot .. ocMnl '''' \MIl, .n.". 
kkll, b nut 0 .. on.wet_ In 0., 19600 IWl 
1970s, even cereals were rD afiaid to 
trumpet the word "rugar" in their titles; 
Tony the TIger once hawIccd Sugar 
F nl5te<i Flakes. Those kids glOW up just 
fine among sugaI)' foods without JOgUIa-
lion. Ban advertising of candy to kids? 
We might as well bon birthday cakes and 
Irick 0< IreaIing 00 Halloween. 
Personal rcspmsibility, the ability to 
disa:m whaI shooId be em.n in rnoder.l-
lion. and sood pa=ting an: the eJcmen~ 
~ in these "SOI\lions," and as a 
...uIt the .....,. becomes "Please, gov-
c:rnmcrt, save me--the food companies 
made me do it!" 
Inst...t of banning things OUIrigh~ 
_ axnmoo ~ and crqbvity should be 
u.ed. Schools an: aIIaclcr:d fO< having 
pop and candy vmding machines, but 
_Plainfield High School I0OI< a 
<=IIi"" . appoach in otremg ahcma-
-Iiv<s. A=xding ",'the Oct. 13 WaIa100 
a..;er, the _ irotaIled. milk v.:nd-
ing machine, which sIlIftS spoce with 
the pop and 5DIII:I<s. 
Milk mac:hines notwitImndin& .... 
dents aren't being dealt many taVOB 
when it comes '" the other half of the 
health equation: physical activity. Some 
schools have a.t recess (U of ekmenlary 
_ days. An editorial WI SaImIay~ 
Duluth News Tribune said the 
MinnesoIa StIle Legislature Itrl1OV<d 
physicaJ cOOcation as a requirement in 
high school, allowing _ to make it 
an elective. The News Tribune urp the 
Duluth distri<:t to kcopP.E.. __ 
end Ihat's the rigJt thing to do. lloesn' 
anyone II the administnti"" level. either 
as ~of_o< lqislative 
districts. noOcc: the iror1)' of CIIIing <U 
RCCSS end P.E. !rom ....... ' och«Mes 
when """'" very ~ ccuId ~ save 
off dire prodi<tions of OOcsity? 
_ ..-. with IqIIlIation lies 
in wtoocalls whatjlOlk. A Big Milt might 
be junk fuod. but what obout • S\lbw~ 
sandwich _IS t.~ very little IiI'I 
The door ccuId eYOI1 be opened lOr IOOd 
c:xtremists 10 slop __ or tL'<CS en 
~ !rom ioe....., 10 n>d """'-
Pahaps they willmandolo. iIIbcIlib en 
c~ SIIl'ina "WImina: Eotina IOOd 
Is hII:nIt<lou> ID ~ InIth. " 
If ~ .... oo",plllni,~ about 
Am,ri,"" IOOd ruini .... their li_ ""'~ 
point Is Ollly valid roon .. , .... : It only &<" 
'" bod ......... poopIo .... ,' mok" the 
riaIhI declslom. Whon k '-"',,.. ID fuod. 
...... vy ~tIor .. end "1\vInltio '"' " 
..... Id be IntoIrnbII:. No\ if)'OO Ib,' 
Ill .... I"d lib 10 lI"ilh nlll """"",,\I 
-~ .. ,,", , .. ~., ..... . ,
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Commenta 
What's in a name? Everything. 
Adam J. Fedngtoo 
Commentary Editor 
There's something about a 
bad name that makes people 
sq uirm ; maybe we just feel 
sorry for the poor SOB who was 
unlucky enough to have parents 
who named him Stanley or 
Wayne (neve r mind nicknames 
like "Dick"), or the daughter of 
misguided romantics who chris-
Icn their child Gertrude or 
Ed na . If it were up to me, I ' d 
introduce legislation that would 
make bestowing children with 
such grotesq ue monikers pun-
ishab le by severe whippings and 
a stint cleaning chimneys. 
Last week a report was 
relea sed stating that American 
parents a re increasingly naming 
the ir child ren afte r "premium 
goods" in the hopes that it will 
somehow steer them toward a 
fu ture rich wi th mate ri a l bounty. 
Gone are the grammatical hor· 
rors of Ashle igh, N ikki , Dakota, 
Brendan , Savannah and Monika, 
su pplanted with imbecilities like 
Armani, Ce lica, Denim , 
Co urvoi sier and inexplicably, 
ESPN . I can only imagine what 
my kids ' class li sts will look 
like in a scant 10 years; rows of 
names patterned afte r over· 
priced clothing, luxury cars and 
cable te lev ision networks. The 
inanity of it sc rapes at the mind, 
but I suppose we shouldn't be 
surprised that thi s is what we 
get from a ge neratio n of mall 
rats and television junkies 
who've decided to breed. 
Despite the collective groan 
from the re st of the country, this -
"t rend" is being embraced and 
justified by cu ltural scholars. 
"Vi is no different from the 19th 
century when paren ts named 
their ch ild ren Ruby or Opal . . . 
iL reflect s their aspirations," 
stateg Cleve land Evans, profes· 
sor of psychology at Bellevue 
Un ive rs ity, Neb. 
Aspirations? Aspi rations for 
what'? A meaningless, material· 
istically driven life where the 
only sati s faction is garnered 
from an accumulation of more 
and more useles s crap manufac· 
RD 
"Hello, I'm Panasonic Johnson. My parents are insane." 
tured in sweatshops overseas by 
children wit h missi ng limbs and 
whooping cough who make 23 
cents a day? If anyt hing, the se 
rattlebrained mutants should be 
naming children after their real · 
istic future positions of employ· 
men!. "Hi , these are our sons 
Sheet·metal Cutte r and Gas 
Station Attendant, and ou r 
daughter Wal ·Mart Cashier. Our 
other son Aggravated Sexual 
Assault is setving 15 years 
upstate ." Charming, isn ' t it ? 
I f that carries too muc h of the 
cold sting of reality, why not 
name your chi ld ren afte r prod· 
ucts you can affo rd , like Kraft, 
Tampax, Marlboro and Mad Dog 
20/20? Or failing that, just 
name them after the brand of 
condom ' that broke and resulted 
in their inadve rt ent conception. 
My guess is that there'd be a lot 
of children named Durex wa lk· 
ing around . Comprehens ive 
quality contro l, my ass. 
Th is isn't to say that we 
s hould return to the monstrous 
names of yesteryear like I rene , 
Ea rsworth , Eustace , Pervius, 
Sugarbelle and Cadwalader, but 
yu pp ie names comparable to 
Jeremy, :ry ler, Corey, Peyton, 
Sidney, Kieran , Bailey and 
Tristan are equally ghastly. 
Enough is enough. Names 
shou ld be used to reflect re ver· 
ence for familia r history, con· 
vey ideas and va lues and instill 
se lf·esteem. No child with the 
name Chevrolet wUI be any· 
thing more than a punchin g bag 
and aspiring alcoholic . Let's not 
fo rget about the massive psy· 
chological damage imposed on 
the chi ldren as well. Kids are 
cruel; they ' re di sgusting litt le 
beasts who feed off of pain and 
misery. They love to torment 
each other, and they do it inces· 
santly. Think about the 18 years 
of constant anguish that no 
amount of counseling or teacher 
in te rve ntion can preve nt. 
Constant j ives of "Hey man, I'm 
Ryan Duggar\lThe Chronicle 
gon na ride Ducatti hard" and 
" Have you seen the ass on 
Celica?" will strip away any 
di gnity and effectively reduce 
the ch ild to what the parents 
intended : A product to be meas-
ured and judged . By the time 
grad uation comes around, the 
onl y present they ' ll want is a 
revo lver with a sing le bullet in 
the chamber. 
So bloody cut it out. Ju st 
because you' re a poor bastard 
with limited s kill s and no 
spelling ability does n' t mean 
you r children have to suffer as 
well. If you want them to do 
well in life, read to them, 
become active in their education 
and pay attention to them for 
C hrist's sake . The s ins of the 
father do visit themselves on the 
children. And so help me, if 
anyone named L' Oreal Maseratti 
T imberl and eve r gets elected to 
public office, "II sterilize him 
or her myself. 
Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll 
Question: What's your favorite thing about Thanksgiving? 
"Being with my family." 
-Jasmine McDuffie 
Freshman, Dance 
"The leftovers." 
-Aaron Thomas 
Junior, Film 
"I don ' t really celebrate 
Thanksgiving. I usually just go 
out with friends." 
-Joshua Pe terson 
Senior, Fine Arts 
"The food. see ing family and 
friends," • 
- Katie Fowler 
Sophomore, Television 
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LE I AS ZA 
GET lr~ TIME TO REGISTER! 
YES, IT'S TIME FOR SPRING 2004 REGISTRATION. 
HERE'S THE DEAL: 
December 1 - January 16 
For a" continuing degree-seeking under-graduate and graduate students. 
Check your OASIS emoil for your assigned time slot, which is between December 1 -
December 12 based on cumulative earned credit hours. The format for your OASIS 
e-mail login is: Firstname.Lastname@myoasis.colum.edu and your e-mail password is 
the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it). 
1. Contact your major department for an advising clearance BEFORE YOUR 
REGISTRATION DATE. 
2. Check your balance on OASISI Students with on outstanding balance may still 
register. However, your spring 2004 closs schedule WILL BE VOIDED on 1/16/04 
if your balance is greater than $500.00. Payment to meet this requirement must be-
received by the college no later than 1/16/04. 
3. Do ill Once you are cleared in your department, you can register from ANY 
COMPUTER WITH INTERNET ACCESS ON OF AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED TIME. 
just let us know and we'll walk you through it. 
Freshman Center 312.344.7925 
Student OASIS Help Desk 312.344.7788 
Student Help email: studentoasis@calum.edu 
Walk"n Help Desks in a" of Columbia'. apen lab. 
Oilers 
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It's T-,tne 
For 
Change! 
The penny war has begun. 
Support you r favorite organizations by donating pennies. 
Eliminate opponents by contributing other coins (nickels, dimes, etc.) 
Donations can be made at the 1104 South Wabash Building (in the Hub) 
Look for the Traveling Penny Cart coming to a building near you ! 
Special thanks to New City Bank (or counting our pennies! 
It's a Wonderful I7IUB! 
Decembe 18, 2003 
.J 12:00p - 3:00pm 
When do Christmas, Hanukka, Kwanza, Ramadan, and New Year's 
Eve fall on the same dayofthe year? December 18th in the 
Wonderful Hub!! . 
• ~ g 
16 November 24, 2003 
BIDS Awcreness Weelc 
Monday, Dec. 1 st World AIDS Day 2003 
Info tables around campus, brought to you by Umoja, 
Latino Alliance, and Columbia Spectra 11 am - 2pm 
Project Vida 1-3:30pm, 623 S. Wabash lobby 
Tuesday, Dec. 2nd AIDS Video Marathon! 
4:30-10pm, Hokin Hall 
Wednesday, Dec. 3rd All-College Health Fair 
A Sexual Health Task Force production 
Noon-4pm, Hokin Annex 
Thursday, Dec. 4th Hot 'n' Heavy Workshop: Eroticizing 
with Joe from Howard Brown Health 
1 :30-2:30pm, Hokin Annex 
COME GET YOUR FREE PIZZA & LA 
Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
city beat 
a&e 
commentary 
campus 
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Well, hello dolly! Retro toys return 
o Retro meets contemporary in this holiday season; introducing forgotten cartoon characters to the kids of today 
By POds padavan 
ME Edoo. 
I n a world where everything seems to go to hell fas ter than you can 
say "Whoa! I'm Nco!" you can 
always count on the Care Bear.; to be 
there for you to keep on caring. 
Rainbow Brite? Oh. she' ll always be 
full of color. Transformers will always 
stay transformed . And My Little 
Ponies will always have a pretty ribbon 
on their tail and a symbol stamped on 
their rumps. 
With "history repeating itselr' as the 
theme of this year's holiday season, 
some of the hottest toys have resur-
faced from as far back as 20 year.; ago. 
Along with some of the more modem 
toys, rctra toys that were popular in the 
early '80s have made it big again, 
bringing back childhood lOy nostalgia 
for the '80s generation and introduc ing 
the kids of today to some of the best 
toys ever made. 
Here arc just a few of the honest 
retro and modem toys for the 2003 hoi· 
iday season that The Chronicle has 
compi led (no assembly required): 
Go relro: 
Sll'"3wberry Shortcake- So you say 
Strawberry Shortcake looks a bit slim· 
mer than she did circa 1980, huh? Well, 
you're right. This year, the first fruity, 
sweet-smelling doll ever made, deeid· 
ed to drop a few dress sizes and get a 
more modem look with some light 
flare jeans, an updated cropped 'do, 
some multicolored striped tops, a flop-
py hat that J.Lo might want to consider 
and some type of Birkenstock·looking 
shoes. 
Apparently, she grew tired of her 
bloomers and got rid of the striped 
green and white stockings. She's sti ll 
hanging with Custard, but she's also 
made some new berry, berry best 
friends along the way- Angel Cake 
and Vanilla Icing. And she doesn't 
seem to hang out much in 
Strawbenyland anymore; it's more like 
the local Target and Gap. For those 
who remember the original Strawberry 
Shortcake, the new elf-looking, big· 
headed, anorexic doll might seem to be 
a bit scary. Then again, maybe that's 
not so different from the other toys 
now on the market. 
Doris Dadayan/The Chronicle 
Back from the '80s, the new, revamped Strawberry Shortcake is hip enough to hang with Happy D from the Flavas collection and 
Toya from the Off the Hook line. 
The lDcredible Hulk· So there's 
been some speculation about him 
being on steroids for some time now. 
Well, with a body like that, who 
wouldn't be gossiped about? The 
experiment that went haywire for 
Bruce Banner gave us quite the eligible 
bachelor. Tall, green and handsome, 
with a bitchin' hairstyle, he's the most 
powerful beast on the planet. And who 
can argue with that? He goes on ram· 
pages, bending traffic lights, picking 
up cars and trapping villains, all whi le 
making some very incredible roars. 
Sure he's got his share of anxieties, 
pains and insecurities. But don't we 
all? Really, he's just a gentle giant. He 
struggles everyday with the savage 
beast that lives inside him. But he's 
humble and never asks for any gear 
from TOY BIZ. No swords, guns or 
high-tech equipment. All he needs is 
his ripped Capri pants, the only pair 
that still fit him nicely. 
Care Bears· Ah, the Care Bears, such 
a solid group of likeable characters. 
They were once the preachers of love 
Doris DadayanlThe Chronicle 
Neo, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Raphael and The Incredible Hulk bridge the generation gap for 
kids of all ages this holiday season. 
and peace who could emit laser beams 
from their chest to shoot the "bad 
guys" with some "love" and "caring." 
Symbolizing messages of good tri· 
umphing over evil, they were the 
symbol of the highest morals of all the 
cartoon characters of the '80s. 
And.now, Tenderheart, Good·luck 
and the rest of the bear crew from the 
land of Care·A·Lot who taught us to 
just "be yourself' are back in stores to 
bring us some much-needed cheer for 
the holidays. 
Sappy? Yes. Corny? Oh, hell yeah. 
But they've come this year for a rea· 
son, you see. They're here to teach us 
values. They're trying to say that we 
need to live a simpler, more innocent 
li fe . They believe that we need to 
learn to love for love's sake, damn it. 
Those bears are really quite the bless· 
ing in disguise. 
Ninj a Turtles· Coming straight out 
of the sewage system, these pepperoni· 
pizza·addict heroes in a half shell (tur· 
tie power!) guys did some major ass 
kicking in the alleys and streets of 
muggy New York City. Back in the 
early '90s, they were some pretty 
tough reptiles with California-surfer-
dude accents. And though they may 
have aged a bit with time, they' re still 
the same fearsome, fearless fighters 
who look as buff and mean as ever. 
These big green guys are definitely not 
ones to mess with. Michaelangelo, 
Leonardo, Raphael and Donatello, 
along with their master, Splinter, use 
their martial arts skill s to crush, flip, 
kick and spin. 
New kids on t"e block: 
StinkBlasten- From the land of 
Smell ville to Chicagoland, Tony 
Anchovy, Manny Manure, Dog-Breath 
Danny, Barfin ' Ben, Sweat Sox 
Sammy and Cow·Pie Pete have dec id-
ed to grace us with their smells. The 24 
Stink Blasters characters come in s ix 
categories: Gasser Guys, B.O. Boys, 
Breathers, Veggies, Nature Crew and 
the Stench Brothers. Each of the guys 
comes with thei r own storyline on a 
trading card and their own personal· 
ized, disgusting scent, perfect for holi· 
day dinner with the family. And no, 
you didn ' t go to school with Garl ic 
Gus. 
Flavas· You want to talk street 
style? Ask Street Happy D. She'll tell 
you all about it. At about 12 inches 
tall , she practically rules the street. 
She's got her name in graffiti on the 
wall,listens to only the cuning edge of 
hip·hop and wears the latest Adidas 
gear. She hangs with her girl s Kiyoni 
Brown and Tika. 
Every now and then, Street P.Bo 
and Street Liam come by, their pants 
sagging low, their boxers showing, 
sporting the bling-bling. They ' re just 
trying to keep it real with the girls. The 
crew drives around in the trendiest ride 
in the city, hoping to find the honest 
party around. That is of course, until 
they spot the Bratz (dolls) on thc other 
side of the street with their big heads 
and big lips. And that 's when the s--· 
hi ts the fan. 
Off Tbe Hook· Girlfriend, let me 
tell you something: These dolls won't 
be caught dead hanging out in the 
streets. With 5-inch heels on, they say 
that there's just 100 much filth and 
nature to deal with out there. And 
Integrity Toys knows thai, which is 
why they don't bother 10 provide them 
wi th any type of urban, cityesque 
scenery. 
Claiming Ihey can wear any 11.5 
inch doll ou t and still strike a pose, 
these girls ", uld PUI J.Lo to shame. 
Dressed in only the latest sty les; 
leather, plealhcr, faux fur, snake-skin 
and go ld, Neve, Toya, Dayle and 
Reese are hot, and hell yeah, they 
know it. Now, if only they could find 
themse lves a man who'd realize that 
and appreciate them fo r the time they 
put in to looking that good. 
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By Matthew Jllter 
A&E Editor 
Disclaimer: The following 
road trip may or may not have 
occurred, depending primarily 
on the strength of the source 
material. 
We were 45 minutes outside 
of Chicago when the drugs 
began to take hold. I was feel-
ing a bit under the weather and 
thought someone else could 
drive:. It was Jayson Blair, 
Stephen Glass and myself driv-
ing across Michigan on trur way 
to the Motor City for a 
Thanksgiving feast . 
We had two bags of Rolaids. 
7S Flintstone vitamins, five 
pounds of chocolate, a salt 
shaker full of ric-laCS, J 2 cans 
of Red Bull, a quart of Jell-O 
and some Children's Tylenol. 
(There's nothing more danger-
ous than a journalist on Red 
Bull and tic-tacs.) 
Although my peer> had 
recently worked for The New 
York Tunes and The New 
Republic, they had never had 
the opportunity to work for a 
solid news organization like the 
Red Eye or Red Stroaic. (I' m 
sure we were working for one 
of them, just look over my 
1lOIeS.) 
The assignment was fairly 
simple, take an SUV with two 
of the most controversial jour-
nalists in the world and spend 
the weekend with n:latives in 
the Motor City. I packed a suit-
case full of drugs, the only rea-
sonable way to deal with three 
straight days of Uncle Burt and 
Grandma Rosalynn upon my 
Detroit arrival . (I've got the 
phone nwnbers if you need 
them.) 
My editors were skeptical. 
Apparently Glass and Blair had 
a reputation for fabricating 
news stories, an accusation I 
thought was completely irra-
tional. How could such flaw-
lessly run organizations like 
The New York limes or 11le 
New Republic let something 
lik< thaI happen? 
By mid-afternoon we slid off 
the highway into Kalamazoo. 
Glass wanted eggs. 11le guy 
whines like a 3-year-old. so I 
decided breakfast was a pretty 
good idea Five minutes later, 
we were sucking down biscuits 
and gravy aI • Cracker 8and. 
(Maybe il was Slealc N' 
ShaJce,- I'll check my noIe •. ) 
Blair wu quietly content 
most of the time. He occasion-
ally &01 on hi. cell phone '" .. II 
his pholoaraphers to meet him 
in Los Angeles, Miami, Farao, 
St. Louis and Boston in 20 min-
utes. I found his behavior 
sli&htly peculiar. 
Glass just kept s"rin& at me, 
smiling and sweat in&. swealin& 
and smilin&. "Are you mad al 
mer he'd uk every five: min-
uk •. I i""",ed him, turning my 
auc:ntion back to my breakful. 
Was a fivc,..hour Cllr ride wilh 
thc:~ journaliltic invalid. actu-
ally wonh anylhinjl Alllh< 
turkey, pot:.tocs, *lUmni, em,"-
berries and pumpkin pie in the 
world wasn't enough to justify 
a road trip with these scurvy 
baslards. 
Of course, working with 
Glass and Blair would set me 
apart from my colleagues. This 
was a simple recipe for success. 
As long as I reported the facts, 
I was unstoppable. I imagined 
accepting my very first Tony 
Award or whatever it is journal-
ists win for being exceptional 
journalists. (Check my notes.) 
Turkey day in Detroit was 
uneventful. My relatives argued 
about the same issues they 
always argue about, my aunt 
wanted to know why I wasn't 
married and some kid showed 
up after dinner claiming I was 
his father. (Whatever.) 
A few hours later, we were 
back on the road toward the 
Windy City. Blair and Glass 
dido't have any notes for the 
Thanksgiving story. They said 
there comes a point in your 
career as a journal ist when 
you've got to go purely on 
instinct. (The editors will 
always back you up on this.) 
They began discussing the 
events of the day that I missed 
during a three-hour game of 
Scrabble with Cousin Eddie. 
(He's not listed in the phone 
book. but I've got an e-mail 
address.) 
Glass started rambling on 
about my family 's involvement 
in the JFK assassination. 
Apparently some Warren 
Commission files had ended up 
at the bottom of my father 's 
sock drawer. Blair confirmed 
these allegations. 
Then came some new infor-
mation on Uncle Burt and the 
War with Iraq. According to 
Blair's notes, Uncle BUrl was 
hiding weapons of mass 
destruction in his basement 
between an air hockey table and 
a bowling IrOphy. He had 14 
pages of information on this 
stuff, and it all seemed to check 
out. 
The Red Eye or Red Streak, 
maybe it was both, had a prob--
lem with the information the 
three of us had collected. I 
guess stories about J.Lo and 
Ben are more important than 
hard new. these day •. They 
scrapped the project and told 
me it was in my best interest to 
avoid hanging out with these 
two clowns. 
We brought it to The 
Chronicle, hoping that some-
body would recognize the shear 
impact and slrength of a story 
like thi •. The Alc.E Sec:tion 
looked it over and acc:epted the 
artic:le. (Those Alc.E editors will 
lak< anYlhin&-) 
The Thanks&ivina , tory was 
a hu&e su«css. It won thou-
sand. or awards. generated hun· 
dred. of flIm and book dell. 
and e.tabli.hed Ola.s, Blair, 
and mysclf as journall. tlc 
"iantJ. (It', aU there In my 
note. ; 1 ju.t don'l know what 1 
did with them.) 
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Now guess who's 
coming to dinner? 
o Turkey, table manners and a tasty feast 
REMEMBER, YOUR SALAD 
FORK GOES ON THE LEFT 
SIDE OF THE PilATE. 
RD 
By Dod. PadU aD 
A&EEdiIlr 
Good limes. good friends, good 
food . That's really what the 
Thanksgiving holiday is all about. 
(t's a time to give thanks to the fact 
that good ai' Uncle Jimmy hasn't 
been thrown into prison yet fo r his 
,.a, know, business," that Grandpa 
Earl is able to smoke more than • 
pack a day and still have the energy 
of a 10-year-old, that Lin le Timmy 
hasn 't blown up the house with the 
suspicious· looking device that he's 
been working on in the basement for 
the past year, that cousin Vicky has-
n't been arrested for "giving thanks" 
on the of North Avenue Bridge and 
that Aunt Helen is still suspiciously 
able to suppon her gambling addic-
tion without turning to anyone for 
money. 
Yes, friend., it's the time to reflect 
back on the past year, to take some 
time out to count your blessings, to 
Ihank Ihe Lord for III thai h. and 
your ex have done to and ror you, to 
be araterul for the friends we've 
been blcssed with and the Itaucrlna 
health that wo stili have. It ', a tlmo 
to be aratoful for wobloas and their 
Inventors, to Starbuck. for belna on 
every block in tho city and to 
POlb. lly for nni lly Irrlvlna In 
Chlclao. And II.. bUI nol lei .. , 
there '. al.o belna thankfu l ror tho 
ract that, had Bcn Pranklln aonen hi. 
wlY hundreds of year. a,o, wo 
would've had tho turkey II our 
nillonil bird. Thlnkllllly, h. dldn'" 
Thl. yoar, Th. Chronic I. hal pUI 
(Ollother two vory Ilmple rul u 10 10 
by to make lure thl' everyone', 
Turk.y DIY 100. lboul produell.oly, 
III Ih. whllo ramlndlna u. Ihl l Iho 
most imponant thing to be thankful 
for this year is the fact that we are 
not the turkey dinner. Amen. 
Rale Ml : Make .are tbat your 
l ues' , art comfor.able- Do a Iinle 
research before inviting a guest list 
of everyone and their mother. Think 
about the cornucopia of guests 
you've chosen. Who's a slut? Who 
hates who? Who's on Prozac? Who's 
obse:ssive·compulsive? Who is 
whose ex? Who's a thief? Who's still 
in rehab? Who is really a Mormon? 
All of these thinss are important to 
take into consideration, so your 
auests can feel more at ease in your 
home. 
Your job IS the host is to make 
sure everyone feels OK within larger 
sroup •. Some people tend to get lost 
and don't know how to minale and 
communicate., well as others do. It 
is your responsibility to help them 
intesrate; one or the key elements to 
hav!na a succ:essfUl holiday party. 
If the party is a larae one, make 
sure that some of the more shady, 
suspicious-look ina, antisocial auests 
sit noxt to someone they know pretty 
woll at the party so that they won't 
feel len OUI, pissed ofT and, Iitor on, 
suicidal. Make sure that the auests 
have lomolhlna In common with 
each olher, , uch .. obsosslons, into,.. 
0111 and 11m liar vlcw, on politics, 10 
that tho tranlhlon from Itranaer to 
acquaintance, to friend, to one-nl,hl 
Itand can ao smoothly, 
Rul, U, Who preparll, "" .. 
qUll tlt l1i or rood. IhnYI take 
.aret)' lad IUlltl lato nHt\l1 COla 
,ldorIU.I- Wholh" yuu d .. ld, to 
prepare tho reast yourse lf or have 
aUOIta brlna tholr own dl lh, alway, 
keep in mind our foodborne illness 
friends. Yes, salmonella likes the 
Thanksgiving holiday too. Make 
sure that the turkey is cooked at the 
proper temperature and that no 
cross-contamination is being done 
in the kitchen. And no, I'm not talk-
ing about why guests Tony and 
Penelope have been gone for the 
past two hours. 
But anyway, when choosing a 
turkey, make sure it's a big one so 
that you can give some of the left-
overs to neighbor Tom to take with 
him on his yearly hunting trip. 
It's also imponant to think about 
how many suests you are planning 
to feed. Do you have enough plates, 
tequila, utensils , shot glasses, a 
workina fire extinguisher and 
enough sealina spac:e? 
Sure, everyone in the family 
knows that cousin Freddie has no 
problem with eatina on the floor 
si nc:o he's alrudy used to sleeping 
in the doorway of random apartment 
buildinas. But this holiday season, 
shouldn't Freddie finally set the 
hospitality and respect he deserves? 
Also. be sure that thore's plenty of 
alcohol flowina, for 'tis the season 
to discover some very unusual 
th lnas aboul Thankslivina and to 
nnilly ho., IboUI Unclo Marcy'. bla 
"secret," When tho feast is over, 
remomber to clean out your fridlC to 
mako room for tho lenovon, Recruit 
friends who owe you bll lime to 
h,lp out, If ncod boo 
O.orltl, If ,.oryon, bohaYO ... 
iIIo Ilbl, Ind I nro l.n'l . tl"ed In 
Iho kh.h,n, Ih, holiday , hOllld ao 
prot\)' wotl . Thll I., uf ooun" unlll 
noxl YOlf whon e'''lln pooplo won't 
bo In.hod, back ,,"in. 
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INVITE YOU .AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING! 
Stop by (OLUMBIA (HROHICU 623 W. Wabash Ave. 
Room 205 
Today, November 24th, to receive a complimentary pass good 
for two for a special screening on Tuesday, November 25th of 
THEMISSING 
A limited number of passes are available on the first-come, first-served basis. While supplies last. Limit one (admit two) pass per person. 
No purchase necessaoy. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. 
This film is rated R by the MPAA for violence. No one under 1Twill be admitted without a parent or legal guardian. 
OPENS ~DNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26TH! 
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Nix capitalize on contrast 
o Combination of heavy sounds and mellow melodies characterize new album 
Bv Kat Gresey 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Having recently re-established 
their original lineup, Nix arc ready 
to take on the world, and they don't 
care if listeners arc ready. 
They have a 16-song. full-length 
CD in the work s and have released 
several demos. yet arc unable and 
unwilling 10 categorize themselves 
into one specific musical genre. 
" I like to hil a wide spectrum 
when playing music," said 20-year-
old singe r and ~u itari s t Bri an 
Nielsen . an interactive multimedia 
major at Columbia. " I'm very happy 
with the music we're playing. r don't 
care if people like it, and I don't care 
if we're signed, as long as I play 
music I like ." 
Formed in the late 1990s after sev-
eral unsuccessful stints with other 
musicians, Nix became a group dur-
ing high sc hool. 
Drummer Tony Mecca. 19, and 
bassist Andrew O'Connell, 20, 
teamed up with Nielsen and 19-year-
old lead guitari st J.R. Wydra and 
began the working st ruggle that 
accompanies being a musical artist. 
Nielsen said the band's first music 
was awful and that they have pro-
gressed considerably. 
On stage, Nix members (from left to right) Brian Nielsen, Tony Mecca, Andrew O'Connell and J.R. 
Wydra rock hard while playing a show at the Fireside Bowl, 2648 W. Fullerton Ave. 
"To be blatantly honest, we were 
embarrassed at how bad our old 
music was, " Nielsen said, admitting 
that he is still not the greatest singer. 
"r may be a little flat on one of our 
current songs. I' ll have to redo that," 
he sa id. 
,including that a former member had 
written some of the material and that 
their high school work is outdated. 
ago 
dominant heavy sounds. Contrast 
for Nix is key_ 
Since high school, all Nix lyrics 
have been revised, and only one or 
fWO songs rema in a part of the cur-
rent Nix set. Nielsen cited several 
reaso ns fo r reworking the lyrics 
While Nix songs may not fit col-
lectively into a genre, many of 
them do follow the same style of 
quiet melodic parts paired with 
bot deals to warm up your cold ass 
a/l our leathers, shoes, boots 20% off 
h.t. with animal ears 
fUllY animal face glova. 
• t:.rflglova sets 
vintage classics 
hqRd/t. 
I .. fh" ••• f. I .~II •• hf • 
• w .. f.r. I w.ol to.f. 
, , • • M • whol. 101 mort 
wh,t,vtf YQU w,,,, ,mtifllon,d 
on rout ' hili In ".t.,. trl/l,'" I"tm 
. leather 
gloves 
in stock too 
lOlJ ly lII11m ,rld oh so cul,r 
"'", II,,, II"" /OfIIfI ' I" II,," IOtHPI 
,,' 10"" 10,... · I~~ ".",,,,,, 
JII," rJ,.. · "JI/"'" ' ''' IJ/ 
~ Their upcoming album, Noles from Q 21s/ Century Alchemist, fol-lows this fonnula. Melodies arc often bleak or heavy driven through-
out the album. 
and 
LIVE FREE 
Jor 
ONEYEARI' 
The last song on the album, which 
includes a lot of "rising and falling," 
according to Nielsen, is about 30 
minutes long and is described as the 
"epic-cnding soundtrack." 
Another song of the album "The 
Cancer in Your Eyes" rocks hard as 
well . Nielsen wrote the song about 
how he witnessed one of his friends 
hurting themselves and how difficult 
it was to watch. 
"r decided to write a song whose 
lyrics were so vague so that the per-
son would never know the song was 
about them," Nielsen said, adding 
that the person still hasn't found out. 
One of the band's more recent 
shows was on Halloween at the 
University of Illinois, Champagne. 
Following their own tradition of 
dressing up as famous rockers and 
playing covers for Halloween (last 
year they were Green Day), the band 
disguised themselves thi s year as the 
Smashing Pumpkins. 
They played six songs dressed up 
in black and purple garb and scraped 
up "Pumpkin-looking" instruments 
for the show. They also managed to 
play half of one of their own songs 
during the set. 
A DVD of the band's perform-
ance- at the Fireside Bowl, 2648 W. 
Fullerton Ave.-will be released in 
the future . 
Besides malting merchandise in 
Nielsen's basement, the band is 
slowly but surely staying focused on 
their upcoming album, which they 
would tentatively like to follow with 
an EP. 
"We don ' t like to set deadlines 
with our Sluff," Nielsen said. "If we 
rush it, it will sound bad." 
.""'...,,,'1\ ..... 
IIU __ ~"""" 
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Rock b~sist Krist Novoselic 
considers major career change 
o Smells like political spirit for former member of Nirvana, 
who's expressing interests outside of saturated music industry 
SEATTLE (AP) - Nirvana co-founder 
and bassist Krist Novose lic, who 
announced in August that he was fed up 
with the music industry, says he may run 
for Washington state lieutenant governor. 
Already active in Democratic Party cir-
cles, Novoselic indicated he was wary 
about challenging two-term Lt. Gov. Brad 
Owen, also a Democrat and occas ional 
rock musician, but does not want to remain 
on the sidelines in 2004 and has been talk-
ing to party leaders. 
" ('ve been really contemplating how [ 
want to get involved next year and make a 
contribution," Novoselic told The Seattle 
Times. " It's going to be a big year ,and I'm 
trying to find a way to,fit into it." 
The largely ceremonial position has few 
dulies other than presiding over the stale 
Senate and being ready to fill in when the 
governor is out of the slate or incapacitat-
ed, and it has been filled by. celebrities in 
the past. 
John A. Cherberg, a former University 
of Washi ngton football coach, held the 
post from 1957 to 1989. 
A colorful band leader, Victor A. 
Meyers, was lieutenant governor from 
1933-53 and also later was Washington 
secretary of state for eight years. 
Owen, a form~r 'state senator and con-
venience store owner, has campaigned 
agai nst drug abuse and peIfo rmed at 
schoo ls in a rock 'n' roll band. 
He ~as out of town and unavailable for 
comment Nov. 20, but his chief of staff, 
Glenn Dunnam, said Owen will soon 
announce his bid for a third term. 
" I don' t go around encouraging primar-
ies against incumbents," state Democratic 
Party ' cha irman Paul Berendt said, "but 
,we~ve had a big-band leader and a 
University of Washington coach in that 
job. What's to say that a member of 
Nirvana wouldn't fit right in?" 
Novose lic, 38, and Kurt Cobain were 
living in,Aberdeen ·in ·the late ~ 1 980s when 
they formed Nirvana, which led the way in 
defining the sound known as grunge and 
was one of the country's most popular 
rock groups until Cobain committed sui-
cide in 1994. 
Since then Novoselic has had several 
music projects, including his band Sweet 
75. 
"Nirvana was a political band," he said, 
"and we were the prophets of the di sen-
franchised. We spoke to the disenfran-
chised because we ourselves felt that 
way." 
Some Democrats have suggested he run 
instead for secretary of state- the incum-
bent is a Republican, Sam Reed, and the 
responsibilities include overseeing elec-
tions statewide- but Novose li c said the 
lieutenant governor job would give him 
more of a bull.y pulpit. 
He became active in politics in recent 
years after working to stop state legisla-
tion that would have restricted minors' 
access to some music and led the Joint 
Artists and Music Promotions Po litical 
Action Committee. 
More recently, Novoselic created a web-
site, www.fixour.us. to promote "Super 
Districts," part of a campaign for changes 
he beli eves wou ld improve citizen interest 
in state government. 
Under the Super District plan, House 
members would be elected from nine dis-
tricts with 11 seats each rather than from 
the current 49 legislative districts, which 
each have ·two seats. 
Ballots wou ld list party slates rather 
than individual House candidates, and 
seats wou ld be apportioned ac~ording to 
each party's percentage of the total. 
The state Senate wou ld remain as is 
with one member from each of the 49 dis-
tricts. 
Novose lic said the change would pro-
vide more opportunity for minor party rep-
rese.otation io the Legislature. 
geT A~ iDfA ~eR A STeRY ? 
city beat commentary a&e campus 
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"PACKING AUDIENCES 
IN ALL OVER THE 
COUNTRY ••• A NEW 
CRAZE FOR AN OLD 
FAVORITE I " 
-NBC's TODAY SHOW 
SEE THE CLASSIC fiLM AND JOIN IN THE 
COSTUME PARADE, 
PERFORM-A-LONG 
FUN PACK AND MORE! 
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LE I AS ZA GET IQ . . 
It S TIME TO REGISTER! 
YES, IT'S TIME FOR SPRING 2004 REGISTRATION. 
HERE'S THE DEAL: 
December 1 - January 16 
For all continuing degree-seeking undel'1Jraduate and graduate students. 
Check your OASIS email for your assigned time slot, which is between December 1 -
December 12 based on cumulative earned credit hours. The format for your OASIS 
lH1Iail login is: Firstname.Lastname@myoasis.colum.edu and your lH1Iaii password is 
the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it). 
1. Contact your major department for an advising clearance BEFORE YOUR 
REGISTRATION DATE. 
2. Check your balance on OASISI Students with an outstanding balance may still 
register. However, your spring 2004 class schedule WILL BE VOIDED on 1/16/04 
if your balance is greater than $500.00. Payment to meet this requirement must be 
received by the college no later than 1/16/04. 
3. Do itl Once you are cleared in your department, you can register from ANY 
COMPUTER WITH INTERNET ACCESS ON OF AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED TIME. 
STILL NEED HELP? 
just let us know and we'll walk you through it. 
Freshman Center 312.344.7925 
Student OASIS Help Desk 312.344.7788 
Student Help email: studentoasis@colum.edu 
Walk-in Help Desks in all of Columbia's open labs 
Oilers 
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Turkeyville draws vistors 
for food, old fashioned fun 
'Best or guided by mediocrity 
By Scotty Cadson 
Sta"Wriler 
This time Pollard chose Human 
Amusement at Hourly Rates, a 32-
song road map of Guided By Vo ices' 
best materi al, chosen by the man 
himse lf. 
CD Review 
MARSHALL,M;ch.(AP)- ln 
Turkeyvi lle, every day is 
Thanksgiving Day. 
Cornwell 's Turkeyville USA is a 
tourist attraction just north of 
Marshall, Mich., J 15 miles west of 
Delroit. It 's a collection of shops and 
a restaurant featuring a wide variety 
of turkey dishes. 
" We' re not interested in any other 
meal, "t co-owner AI Cornwell, 69, 
told The Detroit News for a Nov. 20 
story. "Even the hot dogs arc turkey." 
Turkey wraps. Turkey salad . 
Turkey Reubens. Turkey and noo-
dles. Barbecued turkey. Char-grilled 
turkey. Turkey franks. Turkey stir-fry. 
Turkey chow mein. 
Not a bad place to get ideas for 
what to do with Thanksgiving left-
overs. 
. The business attracts 300,000 peo-
ple a year, many of them senior citi-
zens arriving on tour buses. 
But in an ironic twist, the business 
is closed on the actual Thanksgiving 
Day so the Cornwells can ce lebrate it 
together. 
Whi le turkey is the only meat it 
serves, Turkeyville a lso se ll s the 
good old days of America. 
Its shops are named Country 
Junction, Grandpa's General Store 
and the Sweet Shoppe. 
Old fann tools and other antiques 
line the dark cedar walls of the 
restaurant. 
The facade of the L-shaped bui ld-
ing, wh ich holds all the shops. resem-
bles a farmhouse. 
Turkcyville also offers dinner the-
ater. Among the shows planned for 
neltt year is "Swing T ime Cantcen, tt, 
about an all -female troupe perform-
ing for American soldi ers during 
World War II. 
But not everything is what it 
appears in Turkeyville. 
Take the birds that gambol across 
the grol,lnds every summer. They give 
the impression that the Cornwells still 
raise future Butterball$.. But that's not 
true, the birds are just there for show. 
The family stopped rais ing turkeys 
in the 1970s because of encroaching 
government regulations. The turkeys 
now come from a farm in ncarby 
Midd levi lle. 
One might think Turkeyville's 
busiest season is autumn, but it's 
summer. 
"We get good tourist traffic during 
the summer," said Patti Cornwell, 42, 
who is AI Cornwell's daughter-in-law 
and director of the company's public-
ity and advertis ing. 
"It's a good in-between destina-
tion. " 
The story of Turkeyville bcgins at 
the county fair. 
In 1967, Marjorie Cornwell made 
sandwiches from the birds rai sed by 
her late husband. Wayne. 
The items were so popular at the 
Calhoun County Fai r that the 
Cornwe lls opened a small eatery on 
their turkey farm. 
As the restaurant's popularity 
grew, they addcd on to their bu ilding. 
II now houses a deli, bakery, gift 
shop, craft store and arcade. 
Turkeyville al so hosts fl ea mar-
kets, doll shows and arts-and-crafts 
fairs . 
The once-t iny eatery now seats 350 
peop le and rings up sales of$2.5 mil-
lion a year. 
It even has its own copyrighted 
sandwich: the Sloppy Tom, which is 
s livers of turkey served with barbe-
cue sauce made with Marjorie's spe-
cial ingredients (Tom is the name of 
male turkeys). 
Robert Pollard, compassionate 
tyrant of the band Guided By Voices, 
is legendary for not knowing which 
of his songs deserve album treat-
ment and which are better left to the 
demo tapes. So it's not surprising 
that rough ly a third of the band's lat-
est " best or' album is devoted to the 
"best" of their arguably worst work. 
The band emerged from Ohio in 
1985 , releasing albums on their own 
for nearly a decade until 1994 's Bee 
Thousand garnered much crit ica l 
acclaim. With that album , the band 
steadily built a cult like fanbase with 
its distinct sound : pop-rock wi th the 
quality of a Silt Flags karaoke 
recording booth. 
As the ir fan base grew, so did 
Po llard's stockpi le of songs. After 
17 years of recording, the band has 
released 16 studio albums, 19 EPs, 
24 singles and two bolt sets offering 
more than 150 of previously unre-
leased songs, none of which include 
various members' solo releases. 
To many, the album is long ove r-
due. More often than not, Pollard 
and his army of music ians have 
churned out some of the catchiest 
pop and charging rock in a long 
time, injecting the ir songs with 
equa l doses of deadpan wit. psyche -
delia and surrea listic lyrics . 
Some of Pollard's se lections are 
questionable--the inc lusion of the 
demo for "Teenage FBI" instead of 
the Ric Ocasek-produeed vers io n 
from " Do the Collapse" is his 
biggest folly- many of the selec-
tions highlight th e band's finest 
points. 
Long-ti me fan favo rites, includ-
ing " I am a Tree" and "Bulldog 
Skin," make appearances, but thank-
fully, so do relatively newer selec-
tions from last August's Earthquake 
Glue, giving the head-bobber "My 
Kind of Soldier" and the beautiful 
" Best of Jill Hives" the chance to 
become the standards they deserve 
to be . 
Despite the virtuosity of many 
selections on the record, Pollard 's 
inability to differentiate hi s truly 
great material from hi s weaker mate-
rial still shines through, making the 
album as spotty and uneven as a reg-
u lar GBV album. 
Most of the weaker tracks, all o f 
which clock in unde r 90 seconds, 
tend to be rambling, poorly reco rded 
and nowhere ncar as engaging as the 
rest of the album, owing more to art 
rock than the pop that insp ired the 
rest of the record. 
This raises an ob vious question : if 
Pollard we re to delete 10 songs from 
the lineup, would the album be per-
fect? Maybc . 
It probably wouldn't fec i so bloat-
ed, but on the other hand, it would-
n' t paint an accurate family picture 
of Guided By Voices. 
VERIZON WIRELESS PRESENTS A 
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING! 
Hip-bop magazine editors 
accuse Eminem of racism 
NEW YORK (AP}-Editors of the 
hip-hop magazine The Source have 
accused the rapper Eminem of racism 
because of lyrics on a tape they said 
date from 1993. 
The recording, which The Source 
co-owners, David Mays and 
Raymond Scott, played Nov. J 8 at a 
press conference in midtown 
Manhattan, alleged ly features 
Eminem who is white, rapping about 
a breakup with a black g irlfriend . 
The rapper says in one Part. "Black 
girls are dumb, and white girls are 
good chicks." 
The Source said in a press release 
that the tape was provided to the mag-
azine by "three white hip-hop fans 
from Detroit who were peers of 
Eminem in the early '90s, at the time 
of the recording." 
Eminem acknowledged on Nov. 18 
that he was the rapper on the tape. 
"The tape they played today was 
something [ made out of anger, stu-
pidity and frustration when I was a 
teenager," Eminem said in a state-
ment through a spokesman. 
" I'd just broken up with my girl-
fri end, who was African-American, 
and I reacted like the angry, stupid kid 
I was. I hope people will take it for 
the foolishness that it was, not for 
what somebody is trying to make it 
into today." 
In his Nov. 18 statement, Eminem 
said editors Mays and Scott "have had 
a vendetta" against him "for a long 
time." 
Em inem, whose lega l name is 
Marshall Bruce Mathers III , won a 
Grammy for best rap album for The 
Slim Shady LP in 2000. 
SPONSORED BY: 
~ 
verlZOnwireless 
we never stop working for you~ 
verizonwireless.com 
DATE: 
TIME: 
LOCATION: 
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 2.2003 
7:30 PM 
BURNHAM PLAZA TH EATER 
STUDENTS MAY PICK UP COMP LI MENTARY 
PASS ES AT 1104 S. WABASH LOW ER LEVEL 
STUDENT HUB. OFFICE 0 MON-FR.I 9AM-5 PM A 
WEEK BEFORE TH E SCREEN IN G 
PLEAS E ARR IV E EA RLY! So,"",. ,,"."" "'" nOI·"""" fiol·"", ba', with PO" ""'''' adm,"; fioL The"H" "'" ~ ~nsible for ovttbooking.Scretnil"lQs art (oJ nudents. faculty-and mil" only. R«or:dlng ~~ ilnclly prolubited, bags subjtct (0 ~rdl 
In a religion that was born in a barn, 
an open door goes without saying . GINA's CUISIN~ . Our church invi tes you to join US this Sunday in the worship al1d fellowship of Jesus Christ. The door is always open. 
<Clbrrd\ll~ ~lb~ IK11ID~ 
ILm~lb~ImID <Clbm[f(!!lb 
Advent worship with Holy Communion 
(bcginning November 30) 
cvery Sunday at 10:00 a.m. 
Christmas Evt 
Candlelight Service 7:00 p.m. 
POllock Supper 8:00 p.m. 
Students Welcome! 
Rev. SCOfl Chinburg. Pas/or 
1532 s. Michigan Ave. 312-939-3720 
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity 
Lf2. Lf s. Wa~ash, 312..;-;-Lf .12.1;-
We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound 
Burgers. Submarines. Turkey Burgers. 
Salads. Italian Beef. Soups. Hot Dogs. 
Croissiants. Gyros. chili Cheese Fries. 
Chicken Gyros and many more items. 
We ~ Ct-edtt; Ca--dc;1 
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Smith shines in ,all walks of life Ad aims to bash 
~;::,D"'V'" Sm;,h ;.,p;re, aud;""", m 'Th, Human S,,"n" Bush policies . 
Anna DS!3vcre Smith is an educa-
tor. Sure, ' you can add titles like 
actress, playwright, mother and per-
formance artist to the list, but she's 
mOSI comfOrlab lc in her role as 
teacher. 
This was apparent during a recent 
teleconference with college journal-
ists when Smith asked just as many 
questions as she answered. Talking 
with The New York Univers ity 
instructor, you discover a woman 
with an endless amoun t of integrity, 
charm and class who enjoys being in 
front ofa classroom. 
"The people around me inspire 
me," Smith said. " I love teaching 
freshmen . The exercises they do in 
class are beautiful, complicated and 
i~~gin.~tive. I'm inspired by their 
vISion 
Recent mov ie audiences were 
inspired by Smith's performance as 
Mrs : Silk in The Human Stain. 
Ahhough the film revolves mostly 
around the strange relationship 
between Coleman Silk (A nthony 
Hopkins) and Faunia Farley (Nicole 
Kidman), Smith's character plays an 
important role in Coleman's past. 
In the film, Mrs. Silk has to come 
to terms with her son Co leman Silk 
putting his past behind him. 
Although Coleman was born an 
African-American, he looks like a 
white man, juggling issues of race 
and culture during a controve rsial 
time in America. 
'n the end, his fears and doubts get 
the best of him, and Coleman 
decides to pretend his real family 
doesn ' t exist. 
Mrs. Silk is invo lved in a heart-
breaking scene where she talks to 
Coleman for .the last time . Preparing 
for the scene, Smith called her 
friends and asked them what she's 
lost in her life. 
"Afte r thinking about some of 
these things, I felt sore all over my 
body," Smith said. "When painful 
things happen, the job is to illumi-
nate those things. I had to reflect on 
my own life and my own complicat-
ed experiences ." 
She credits d irector Robert 
Benton for making the emotional 
impact of the scene work . 
"Benton spends a lot of time with 
every take," Smith said. "He wanted 
me to find a way to express what I 
was feeling without adding lines." 
Benton, who directed Kramer vs. 
Kramer and Places in the Heart, was 
one of the main reasons Smith want-
ed to be part of the project. 
" He's so smart and so abso lutely 
amazing with actors," Smith said. '" 
felt like J was working wilh a poet, 
and it 's nol an everyday occurrence 
to work with someone like that." 
Buy ANY 
15% OFF TANNIN' 
PACKACE 
GET 2ND ALL 
Y2 OFF LOTIONS 
o Website urges filmmakers across the country 
to voice frustration with current administration 
By Scotty Cadson 
Staff Writer 
Moveon.org, a political organiza-
tion, has launched a national contest 
called "Bush in 30 Seconds" aimed 
at re-communicating President 
Bush's policies.The contest will run 
from Nov. 24 to Dec. S. 
The incoming advertisements will 
be posted on the· group's website, 
where MoveOn's 1.7 million mem-
bers will rate them individually. 
The finalist 's will be passed along 
to an all-star panel, including musi-
cal artist Moby, political 
activist/filmmaker Michael Moore, 
actor Jack Black, comedian Janeane 
Garofalo, singer/songwriter Michael 
Stipe and filmmaker Gus Van Sant, 
for final selection. 
The winning advertisement will 
air during the week of President 
Bush's State of the Union Address 
next year. 
in politics, especially students. 
"Most students today are very 
aware of entertainment and sexual 
issues, but they're na'ive politically," 
Arnoldt said. "At that age (in.the 
1960s], I was not hip on the pleas-
ures, but I certainly understood the 
basics of political thOUght and the 
things I was in the middle of." 
A number of Columbia students, 
such as Alli son Tomkevieius, have 
acknowledged that politica1 interest 
has a varying rate at the school. 
"It's anybOdy's guess when you 
meet people," Tomkevicius said. 
" I've met people who will talk your 
ear off about the government and 
I've met people who probably don't 
even know who our president is." 
Some students are quick to point 
out they would enter MoveOn's con-
test, but lack confidence over their 
knowledge of today 's politics. 
Anna Oeavere Smith at the New York premiere of 'The Human Stain'. 
According to Eli Pariser, the inter-
national campaign director of 
MoveOn.org, the contest is a chance 
not only for the public to voice con-
cerns about the current administra-
tion, but also for unknowns to get 
their feet in the door of a profession 
usually left to ad companies. 
"The commercial sounds like a 
good chance to make a difference, 
but I'd rather leave [the contest] 
open to people who know more than 
I do about the way the country is 
being run," said Maxwell Cuprys, a 
sophomore film major. . Smith wasn't all that concerned 
with the individual performances of 
the cast, as much as the choices they 
made as actors. 
"Nicole Kidman had an internal 
dilemma, the loss of her children, the 
trouble with her husband. , found her 
choices very interesti ng, " Smith 
said. '" also loved watching Anthony 
Hopkins taking roll in class." 
Overall, Smith said she was 
extremely proud of the finished 
product. 
"We have to look at this film as a 
historic moment," Smith said. "Was 
what Coleman did the right thing to 
do? The Human Stain is about choic-
es that people make, it's sensitive 
and complicated. It looks carefully 
at relationships and what they 
mean ." 
Smith herself knows a thing or 
two about relationships . For more 
than 10 years, she's worked on a 
se ri es titled "On the Road : A Search 
for American Character." The proj-
ect allows her to roam across the 
country to interview people from 
different backgrounds to tell thcir 
stories . 
When she's not on television or in 
films, Smith is a prominent figure in 
theater. 
Her play, "Twilight los Angeles, 
1992," dealt with the controversy 
surrounding the Rodney King beat-
ing and the trial that followed . 
" 'love theater and film for differ-
ent reasons," Smith sa id. "Theater 
lets me be an anthropologist, while 
'film is this intense collaboration 
between so many creative forces ." 
No matter what creative outlet 
Smith is involved in, she' ll continue 
to inspire students, colleagues and 
audiences wit h her genuine enthusi-
asm for life and the people around 
her. 
It's in teaching that Smith feels 
she can make the most impact. 
"The classroom is an exciting 
place," Smith said. " I can invite a 
new gene ration to look at certain sit-
uations a different way. Teaching is 
like a laboratory- it's challenging, 
but it's an important part of my pro-
fessional career." 
Before ending the interview, 
Smith reminded college journalists 
of the important part they play in 
today's society. 
"The idea of race, culture and edu-
cation- you can do things as a mem-
ber of the press to make things hap-
pen, embrace the opportunity to 
work and be inspired by the people 
around you," she said. 
Though it's sometimes hard to 
find inspi ration in these challenging 
times, it 's nice to know there are 
people out there who are still trying. 
The Human Stain is currently 
playing in theaters nationwide. 
Check listings for show times. 
"The talent pool {for making 
political advertisements] is far too 
small," Pariser said. "Usually, cam-
paign ads are done by political 
advertising firms in Washington, 
D.C., and (the ads] are just awful." 
While the contest is open to any-
one willing to put in the work to 
make an ad, the contest already has a 
built-in (ontestant pool: college' sru-
dents at campuses like Columbia. 
"A lot more college students are 
realizing that [Bush] is full of it, and 
they're angry, but now they can try 
to do something about it," Pariser 
said. 
But Robert Arnoldt, a faculty 
member at Columbia, feels there is 
more to students entering the contest 
than just anger. 
Arnoldt, who teaches History of 
the 1960s, sees a legacy of protest 
inherited in today's students, not just 
from the dissent of universities in 
the I 960s, but from the very history 
of the United States. 
"Students today are looking at a 
220-year history of our country 
protesting something, so we should-
n't be surprised," Arnoldt said . 
While Arnoldt doesn't necessarily 
agree with MoveOn's agenda to oust 
Bush, he commends the group's 
efforts to get more people involved 
Even if students from Columbia 
and other campuses were to enter the 
contest, Arnoldt said there's still 
work to. do. 
Students intj::rested in making a 
di~erence need ~o be en.~aged in 
their work, take riSks and be t:onsis~ 
tent with their actions, a few of the 
reasons he feels many of the water! 
shed protests of the 1960s failed. 1 
" It's not something that can ~ 
done after school on Thursdays," 
Arnoldt'said·. "tt has to be a fuU-time 
flow of events to be effective or suc-
cessfut." 
For MoveOn.org and its melT!b.,fJs, 
the support fro_m students and Citi-
zens alike from acros!j..the c~lry-s 
sti ll something of a "question mark, 
and that, they say,~ is just part of the 
ride . 
"We have no idea what the ads are 
going to be about or where they'll 
come from, but that's the most excit-
ing thing about the contest," Pari~r 
said. 
MoveOn is an organization work-
ing to bring people back into poli-
tics. The international network 
includes nearly 2 million online 
activists. 
Submissions for the "Bush in 30 
seconds II \lideo contest will be 
accepledfrom Nov. 24 to Dec. 5 
For more information 'Iog on to 
www.MoveOn.org. 
10% OFF HELLO 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 FictionallD 
6 Writer Sinclair 
11 Vigoda or 
Burrows 
14 Big 
15 "_and 
Prejudice~ 
16 Wide Inlel 
17 Bitterly pungent 
18 Unspecified 
place 
20 Shipping routes 
22 Parts of shoes 
23 Religious belief 
24 Kind 
26 Schuss 
28 Paler 
30 Can material 
33 Settle dO'Nn! 
36 Daughter 01 
Oedipus 
38 Kept talking 
39 Half a bikIni 
40 Opposite 01 
everybody 
41 "Gilligan's 
Island" co-star 
43 Fed a furnace 
44 Guy's dale 
45 Female grad 
47 Make an effort 
48 _ Stanley 
Gardner 
49 Type of setter or 
stew 
52 Ross or 
Mulroney 
55 Born losers 
58 Nelher1a~s pori 
61 Hawk's home 
62 Had a meal 
63 lalia. of "Rocky· 
64 Video-game 
pioneer 
company 
65 Precious slone 
66 Cher's ex 
67 Perseveres 
DOWN 
1 Exclamation of 
resignation 
2 Tatted material 
,3 Unreasonable 
4 Umber 
5 Car choice 
I' 6 Underdog wins 
7 Paid players 
8 Allen or Curry 
9 Keatsian work 
1 b Pulp paper 
11 Cain's viC1im 
12 Unadorned 
13 Scgpes out 
19 Garden 
implement 
21 Clean and tidy 
24 Singer Turner 
25 To this day 
26 Scrawny person 
27 Arboreal 
marsupial 
29 Seraglio 
30 Accepted 
punishment 
31 More central of 
two 
32 In want 
34 Not of Cambodia 
35 At work 
37 Sentimental 
drivel 
39 Marine shade 
42 Free-for-_ 
43 Deep-orange 
chalcedony 
Solutions 
31d 
" IV 
~ I 
I 
~ I 
31alv 
46 Capital of Niger 
48 _ your heart 
outl 
50 Asimov or 
Newton 
51 Look after 
52 Promote oneself 
II 
53 Surf sound 
54 Object 
55 Farm building 
56 Grave 
57 Six in Seville 
59 Greek letter 
60 Uproar 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work in Fun 
atmospheres ,nightclubs,restaurants, and hotels. Full and Part 
time hours. 847-670-0871 . 
···ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202 
Spring Break - sign up with Student Express and get FREE roundtrip 
airline tickets to over 15 International destinations - including Aruba, 
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots and more. Why go 
with anyone else.· Limited offer - call now. Commission rep positions also 
available. 1-800-787-3787 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Columbia student seeks Female roommate 20-25 
to share 2 bedroom apartment. Available Now. Walk to all campus buildings 
and downtown. Close to "L" station . Great Lake Views! $700/mo. +util. 
Parking avail. for $125/mo. Call Maggie at 312-663-6918 or 847-217-0242. 
Artist' residence studios and one bedrooms from $450 steps from el , lake 
and shopping Included: heat and gas, computer lab with internet, darkroom, 
gallery performance and rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture 
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773-477-7070 or will at 773-505-8668 
Spring Internship Availablell Medical Contracting Services, Inc. Please 
submit resumes to: internship@medicalcontracting.com 
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn 
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students .comicolumcol 
Clean, quiet, bright furnished sleeping rooms $400-500 month includes 
gas, electric, cable, laundry must see available now (773)847-9045 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT: 
www.ColumbiaChronicieClassifieds.com 
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ApPUCAnON FEE 
SECURCTY DEPOSIT 
and 
LIVE FREE 
for 
ONEYFARl" 
this week's speciaLs: 
The Everything SaLad mixed greens with turkey, ham, swiss, cheddar, eggs, 
peppers, onions, cucumbers, garbanzos, sunflower seeds and your choice of dressing 
with a roll $3.75 
Ham and Muenster Panini with potato chips $3.75 
Monday - Chicken Pasta, Tuesday - Cream of Chicken Rice, 
Wednesday - Tomato Florentine 
November 24, 2003 :!!J 
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Auction has 'banner' year 
o City plans for proceeds to benefit Chicago food charities, winning bidders take home a piece of city's history 
charity!" Finally a man offered to 
pay $25 for the banner and Metzner 
accepted . 
In fact, many of the ban ners that 
depicted cu ltural events or exhibits 
sold fo r much less than the sports 
banners. 
A Gospe l Music Festiva l banner 
sold for S I 00, which was the open-
ing bid, and a two-banne r se t com-
memorating the Chicago Film 
Festi va l went fo r $275 . 
Whil e most of the people packed 
into the Daley Center lobby were 
there to bid on speci fi c itcms, others 
just showed up to watch. Victor 
Adams, a student at the Illino is 
·Institute of Technology, said he saw 
an ad for the banner auction on tele-
vision and decided to go "check it 
out." 
adding that people generally come to 
an event on the firs t day it opens. 
Modrowski also said that the aver-
age se lling prices this year were gen-
erally high, possibly because this 
was the first year that credit cards 
were accepted as a form of payment. 
The total amount of money raised 
at the auction was not ava il able at 
press time. 
"Our finance people are still total-
ing up the sales," Modrowski said , 
She dec li ned to specu late on how 
much money may have been ra ised, 
stati ng that she would rather wait for 
the final total to come in, which may 
take several days. 
One thing is certain, though; rais-
ing money for charity is one of the 
reasons why people like Rogers wi ll 
continue to attend. 
" I don 't go to any auctions otber 
than this one," he said. "The money 
goes to charity, so it's a good thi ng 
to be part of. " 
Andrew J. ScottlThe Chronicle 
Sports memorabilia continue to be favorite of ChiCagoans; win-
ning bids were in the high hundreds for Cubs and Bulls banners. 
"" ve never been to anything like 
thi s, and it sounded interesting," 
Adams said. He wanted to bid on 
one of the Cubs banners but said that 
they were a little bit "out of hi s price 
range. 
"They're all going for like $700," 
he said, "and I' m just a broke col lege 
studen!." Adams also wanted to bid 
on a Putting the Go in Chicago ban-
ner that celebrated the CTA's lOath 
anniversary, but it wasn ' t up for bid-
ding that day. 
By Brin Quick 
S~IWriler 
Ch icagoans reached deep into 
their pockets in the name of charity 
last week for the "Sharing It" banner 
auction . The auction, which took 
place Nov. 19 and 20 in the lobby of 
the Daley Center, put pieces of the 
city's history on the auction block 
for public purchase. The artifacts 
auctioned off were commemorative 
banners with sports or special event 
themes. 
Participants paid anywhere from 
$25 to nearly S 1,000 for the ban-
ners- showing that no price was too 
high for the chance to own a piece of 
Chicago hi story and support a good 
cause. Among the various charities, 
the banner program raised funds for 
the Chicago Anti-Hu nger 
Foundation and the Greater Chicago 
Food Depos itory. 
" It 's for a good cause," sa id Larry 
R. Rogers Jr., an attorney with the 
law firm Power Rogers and Smith. 
Rogers spent several thousand dol -
lars at the aucti on and took home 
more than half a dozen banners. 
"[The banners] are really a differ-
ent way to decorate your home," 
Rogers sa id, adding that he has 
attended the banner auction for the 
past few years. Most of the banners 
Rogers purchased were sports-relat-
ed, although he did buy a Brookfield 
Zoo: Primate's Journey banner for 
$200, which he said he will give to 
his daughter. 
"The rest are going in my sports 
room," he said. Indeed, sports-relat-
ed banners were among the top se ll-
ers at this year 's auction. A Chicago 
Cubs NL Division Champions hip 
banner sold for $800, whi le a 
Chicago Salutes Walter Payton ban-
ner went for $600. 
However, not all the banners 
being auctioned off were quite so 
popular. A Chicago Transit Authority 
banner commemorating the expan-
sion of the Green Line sold for S25, 
considerably less than the opening 
bid. 
" I know there .are a lot of sports 
fans here, but is anyone a fan of the 
CTA?" asked auctioneer Gary 
Metzner. A few people laughed and 
others ro lled their eyes. Metzner 
opened the bidding on the e TA ban-
ner at S50, but still no one wanted it. 
"It' ll look really interesting on 
your wall ," Metzner pleaded with 
the crowd. "Come on now, thi s is for 
"Maybe I ' ll come back tomorrow 
and see how much it 's selling for," 
he said. 
According to Blythe Modrowski , 
a public relations offic ial for the 
Mayor 's Office of Special Events, 
the event didn't raise nearly as much 
money on the second day. 
"All the banners went for a lot 
more money [on Nov. 19] than they 
did today," she sa id . A Ch icago 
Sa lutes Walter Payton banner that 
sold for $600 on Wednesday went 
for on ly S425 on Thursday, 
Modrowski sa id. . 
The LaSalle Bank Presents the 
Ch icago Marathon banner so ld for 
$600 on Wednesday but only 
brought in S225 on Thursday. The 
Cubs Division Championship ban-
ner, however, so ld fo r $800 on both 
days. 
Modrowski said the auction was 
not as well attended on the second 
day, which could have contributed to 
the dec line in se lling prices, 
"It's all in the t iming," she said, 
Andrew J, ScottIThe Chronicle 
Proceeds from the banner auction will be donated to the Chicago 
Anti-Hunger Foundation and the Greater Chicago Food 
Depository. 
Health care Continued from Back Page 
rate twi ce as much as somebody cov-
ered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield." 
According to a study by the 
Americans for Healthcare-an advoca-
cy group promoting affordable, quality 
and universal health care for all- the 
most common combination resulting in 
bankruptcy fi lings were uninsured 
ind ividuals who became sick , 
Tiffany Montgomery, 26, had been 
to Advocate Bethany Hos pital in 
Chicago for the delivery of her firs t 
daughter in 1995. At the time, 
Montgomery was under the assump-
tion she was covered by her parents' 
health insurance because she was I 8 
years old and enrolled in college. 
"Apparently I wasn't covered , 
because they sucd me," Montgomery 
said. 
According to the lawsuit, a judg-
ment was issued against Montgomcry 
fo r more than $3,300, which includes 
interest and fees. 
Fifteen percent of Montgomery's 
monthly wages were garnished, She 
left her studies at Northwestern 
Business College to go to work full 
time to repay the debt. 
"That's $165 every two weeks," 
Montgomery said, "And my car note 
was S320 per month, but once the gar-
nishments started, that was the $320 
for my car. 
" I surrendered my car, so now 1 
don't have a car for me and my three 
children," said Montgomery, who charges, on average. cial assistance but that is not what he 
now lives paycheck to paycheck. "Statements have been redesigned received in the mail. 
Montgomery's third child was born to make Charity Care more clear," "Instead of documents, I got the 
in 2002 at Bethany Hospital , The hos- Domansky said. "And [we] have now bill ," Moore said. " I thought the 
pital sent her a bill for $4,900, posted multil ingual signage in emer- amount I was being charged must 've 
unaware she had insurance coverage. gency rooms, admittance area and been in error- for a night- I don't 
However, Montgomery 's insurance such that ment ions bills, financial even understand it." 
did cover the birth with a'n allowable counseling and charity care," Moore di sregarded the bill, he was 
ofS2,100 and a co-pay of $500 from But Geoghegan believes thi s is too a full-time college student with no 
Montgomery. lillie, too late. ''.Actions aga inst OUf expendable income, and he figured he 
The amount Montgomery was sued plaintiffs and other uninsured are con- cou ld make the payments when he 
for was approximately 28 percent tinuing," he said , had ajob. 
more than the combined pay- But his parents started to 
ments Advocate received from receive calls in the end of 2000 
her and the insurance company "Notwforwprofit doesn't mean we looking for Moore to senle his 
fo r the same procedure. offer [free health care] to anyone unpaid hospital bi ll. 
Montgomery, along wi th the who walks in the door and asks." "They were calling my parents 
other plaintiffs in the case, was house, threatening [to put a] lien 
unaware of the Charity Care pro- on' the house," Moore sa id. "I 
gram through Advocate Health - Ed Domansky, director of media didn' t even live there!" 
Care. Like Montgomery, Moore was 
According to Ed Domansky, relations for Advocate Health Care also sued, According to the law-
director of media relations for L ___________ "-.· •• ____ -' suit, Moore had arranged to pay 
Advocate Health Care, $260 per month. Unfortunately, 
Advocate's 2003 budget allowed S220 Curtis Moore, 26, is a student at the fees became too burdensome and 
million for uncompensated care, $51 Ch icago State University and a pl ai n- he fell behind in payments. 
million of which is solely for Charity tiff in the lawsuit as we ll. Moore was "The economy went south and my 
Care, in between schools in the summer of hours were slashed, so the $260 a 
"Not-for-profi t doesn't mean we 1998 when he was in an automobile month plus my books and clothes, 
offer [free health care] to anyone who accident. Kept overnight for observa- taking care of my car and other 
walks in the door and asks," t ion, Moore advised the business expenses were too much," Moore 
Domansky said , He added that 98,7 office at his time of discharge that he explained. 
percent of all completed Chari ty Care was uninsured. After facing litigat ion from 
applications are approved, and in The staff at Chri st Hospital Advocate a second time, Moore was 
200 I uninsured Charity Care patients informed Moore that he would receive able to negotiate his payments down 
on ly paid 13.4 percent of the ir total documents to be filled out for (jnan- to S160 a month. 
"The issues are real, we don' t dis-
pute that," Domansky said. "But the 
bigger picture is that it is a national 
issue and Advocate alone cannot so lve 
this problem." 
Oomansky said because Advocate 
has not yet seen the lawsuit, he cou ld 
not comment on any specific allega-
tions. 
"As gregarious as the practices 
may sound, they are legal and the 
truth is Advocate is doing nothing 
different than what any other hospital 
in the country does, 
"Uninsured patients who go to 
Advpcate don' t sign anything that 
says they will pay, there is no writtcn 
agreemen ts specifying what the 
prices will be," Geoghegan sa id . 
"You cannot charge people more than 
the clear and r:easonable value of the 
services rendered, The vast majority 
of people who use Advocate pay 
much lower rates." 
But the damage has been done , In a 
statement re leased by the plaintiffs' 
anorneys, repayment of overcharged 
fees is expected to be in the millions 
of dollars. 
"I find myself asking, even when 
I'm looking for a doctor, 'Please te ll 
me you' re not a part of Advocate .' I 
don't want to be involved with 
Advocate whatsoever," Moore said. 
City Beat 
Not your everyday taxi 
o World-class cabs could be next British invasion 
By Jennifer Golz 
C!y Beat Ed." 
Had it not been for city officia ls' 
concerns over regulation and safety, 
Chicago could have been the first to 
welcome the London Taxi. 
Instead the Blue Cab Company of 
River Forest expects to introduce 
five London Taxis to its suburban· 
based fleet by Christmas, according 
to Jim Benncu, vice president of 
Blue Cab. 
Currently there arc 2S London 
taxis throughout Ch icago acting as 
rolling banners for Marsha ll Field's 
and American Express Blue Cards. 
Marc Klein, president and CEO of 
London Fleet, said the cabs have 
been federally approved and are 
wailing on individual city approval 
before the cabs will begin to service 
customers. 
Klein said the London Taxi wi l] be 
the first 'of its kind, allowing handi-
capped persons, such as those with 
wheelchairs, to hai l a cab, then enter 
and exit it without any assistance. 
London Taxi s will be equipped with 
a ramp fo r whee lchairs, a wheelchai r 
seatbelt and a swivel seat. 
According to Conn ie Buscemi, 
spokeswoman fo r the Ch icago 
Consumer Services Department, 
there are concerns about the unique 
handicap accessible features . 
"We must be assured they are 
trave ling safely," Buscemi said. She 
said there are concerns with the 
handicap access ible featu res such as 
the ramp and seatbelt. 
According to the London Taxi s of 
North Ameri ca's website, London 
Tax is have completed and passed all 
tests through the Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standards, which 
included 10 separate crash tests at 
various speeds, as we ll as unbelted 
driver and passenger, air bag and 
roof crushability rates. 
" I was told they passed federa l 
safety standards and do not have any 
concerns," Bennett said . " In fact I 
would like to have a larger fleet of 
them." 
The London Taxi's price tag is 
approximately twice that of its 
Ame rican counterpart, the Crown 
Victoria. To help offset the price dif-
ferential, London Fleet, the so le dis-
tributor of London Taxis in Illinoi s, 
has partnered with Clear Chan ne l 
Taxi Media to provide wrap adver-
tising on the cabs. 
According to John Reed, North 
American sales executive for LTNA, 
the taxi s have more room , comfort 
and longevity. 
"The life span is three years fo r 
most conventional taxis," Reed said. 
"The London Taxi has a life span of 
seven years." 
The London Taxi looks like a larg-
er version of its British counterpart, 
the Mini Cooper, with raised head-
lights and contoured sides. However, 
London Taxis have small tires and a 
small trunk, g iving passengers more 
leg room. They also have a large 
windshield for greater driver visibil-
ity. 
London Taxis will also offer rider 
comforts such as Internet hook-ups, 
driver-to-passenger intercoms and 
independent heati ng and air-condi-
tion ing systems. 
The vehicles are powered by a 
Ford 2.4-liter turbo diesel engine 
that uses 20 percent to 25 percent 
less fuel than its gasoline competi-
tor, according to the LTNA webs ite . 
The London Taxis get 25 to 27 miles 
per gallon in the city, versus a tradi-
t ional taxi, whieh only gets s lightly 
more than half of that. 
According to Reed, the cars had to 
be retrofitted with smog devi ces and 
airbags, things that are not requ ired 
in the United Kingdom. To compl y 
with the Environme ntal Protection 
Agency's sta ndard s, LTNA has 
designed the vehicles to be more 
fuel-effic ient . 
It was mainl y emissions and safe-
ty issues that needed to be recti fi ed 
in order for the London Taxi to be 
allowed on the streets of America, 
said Reed. 
The longevity of the veh icle was a 
selling point for Blue Cab. "The 
vehicle comes with a 200,000 mile 
warranty," Bennett said. "We think 
we can have [the taxis) for quite a 
few years." 
Reed said the typica l Crown 
Victoria, when maintained properly, 
will run for about 200,000 miles, but 
the London Taxi is made to last from 
500,000 to 700,000 miles. 
"It 's made to stand up to everyday 
use," Reed said. " Fords get squishy 
and have no leg room." 
London Taxi s are manufactured in 
London, where anyone can purchase 
one. Reed said they retai l around 
$44,800. LTNA can manufacture 30 
to 35 ears per week, which equals 
approxi mately 3,500 per year. 
While city officia ls have con-
cerns, Buscemi said that the CCSD 
has been working with London Fleet 
and LTNA fo r months now. 
"We would like to have seen these 
issues resolved by now," she said . 
For more information about the 
London Taxi visit www.london-
fleet. com or www.londontaxisna.com. 
- Adam Zakroczymski 1// con-
tributed to this report. 
Photo Courtny london Fleet 
Wrap advertising, such as the American Express London Taxi above, appears on all 25 of the London 
Taxis in Chicago. The Marshall Field's London Taxis can be seen throughout the city as well. 
• A Projector MIS stolen from the 
Graph;' Arts Departm<nt at the 
Wallasli eMlpu, Building, 6Z3 S. 
Wabash Ave., Nov. II at 4:30 p.m. No 
one lw be<n taken ioto c\J$dy in 
• A picl<pockeIiog theft occurred 
NQv_ 18 at 5:45 p.m. at the Oar of tn. 
Olicago ffiJton and Towers, 720 s. 
Michigan Avc.'No one has been taken 
:. into custody iI;l conneet\on wtth, this 
incident 
<OruJeCIioo with 1/ti$ iI1cident, • A 3J.:Y .... -oId lnaJeoftbe 600 
. bloclc of SoutIi S .... Street was take.n 
• A simple assault occurred Nov, " into <Ustody Nov; 12 at Jl :51 a.m., 
12 at l·t:Ohm. " the CTAP\atfonn afb:r"""11P'inga retail ihelhtTower 
at SOO S. Stale SIc No one lw bed!. RoeordS; 214 S. Wabash Ava. 
tak£n P<> <Ustody in CQnOeC!ion with 
tJ,is incident. 
• A simple bant:ry 0C0UITed Nov. 
16 at 4:55 p,m. atMcDonald's, no s. 
State s. No one lw bee.n take. joto 
custody fn connection with this inci-
dent. 
• A vehicle was reporo:d stolen 
from a parking lot at 900 S. State SL. 
Noy.IO at 5:45 p.m, ThamissingvehJ.. 
etc is described as ~ green J 997 
ChaYlolet Blazer. No one lw betn 
taken -into custody in ronnection with 
this incideot. 
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GUDS, police raids at 
local speakeasy club 
Heather MorissonfThe Chronicle 
Dinner theater guests of Tommy Gun's Garage enter around 
the corner through the alley, if they have the right password . 
By Brln Qu ick 
Sta"Writer 
A man enters a dark, deserted alley 
at South State Street and head s 
toward the large metal door under the 
el tracks . He opens the door and gives 
the bouncer, Gloves, the password. 
Gloves checks to make sure the alley 
is deserted, then stands back and ush-
ers the man inside. 
In the 1920s, this was common 
pract ice fo r anyone who wished to 
enter a speakeasy (an illegal drinking 
establi shment). Run mainly by gang-
sters, speakeasies were hidden in 
garages and basements all over 
Chicago. To get in, you had to know 
the right people and there was always 
the threat of a police raid. 
When the Prohibition era came to 
an end in the mid-1930s, most of the 
speakeasies in Chicago were shut 
down for good. There is, however, one 
place where Chicagoans can still go to 
have some authentic, 1920s-style fun . 
That place is Tommy Gun's Garage. 
Tommy Gun's Garage, located at 
1239 S. State St., is a speakeasy di n-
ner theater in where audience mem-
bers wi II feel as though they have 
been transported back to the 1920s. 
"We try to make it as authentic as 
possi ble," she said. Audience mem-
bers enter through the alley and give 
Gloves the password, because that's 
what they would have done at a real 
speakeasy. 
The password is given out when 
. the customer places the reservation, 
and most reservations need to be 
mad e weeks o r even months in 
advance. In fact , said manager Kris 
Adams, "everything is pretty much 
full fro m now until Thanksgiving." 
Tommy Gun's wasn' t always so 
successful. When it first opened in 
the early 1970s, Margen said, it was 
little more than a pizza place with a 
bar and j azz band . 
"The menu was horrible," she sa id . 
"There were over a hundred items on 
it, and taking people's orders took a 
very long time with such a large 
menu." Little t ime was left for the 
diners to enjoy the performance . 
At that time, Margen was a per-
former in the show, acting the part of 
a 1920s-era flappe r, but soon she 
became mueh more interested in the 
business aspect of Tommy Gun's. 
After performing in thc show for a lit-
tle over a year, she quit and became a 
bookkeeper for Tommy Gun's origi-
nal owner, Robert Sanfratello. 
" I was actually thinking about 
starting up a place of my own, similar 
to Tommy Gun's," she said. After 
Sanfratello retired in 1989, he sold 
the business to Margen, who immedi-
ately made sweeping changes to the 
structure of Tommy Gun's. 
"The menu is now cut down to six 
items, a meat [dish], a poU ltry, a 
pasta- just something from each 
group so there's some varicty," 
Margen said. She also increased the 
number of cast members, going from 
about a dozen actors and musicians to 
the current total of about 30. The 
actors also double as waiters and stay 
in character the entire timc. • 
" Before it was basically just a 
restaurant with a jazz band and a cou-
ple of skits," she said. Now, Tommy 
Gun's is a full interactive experience 
and audience members are encour-
aged to participate in the fun . 
"Wc want them to feel like they' re 
in a real speakeasy," Margen said . 
Periodically, the place will be " raid-
ed" by the po lice and aud ience mem-
bers will have to get up on stage and 
perfonn hilarious sobriety tests in 
front of everyone . Tommy Gun's is 
intended, Margen said, to be a fun, 
family-oriented experience . 
Today, tour groups, especially inter-
national ones, constitute the majori ty 
of the business at Tommy Gun's. 
"We actua ll y do more business 
internationally and nationally than we 
do locally," she said. "When people 
think of Ch icago, they think of At 
Capone, and some of them think 
that's the way Chicago still is. " ... 
The show runs Thursday through 
Sunday, and admission prices range 
ITom $45 on Thursdays and Sundays (0 
$60 on Saturday nights. The price 
includes dinner, the show and a non-
alcoholic beverage. Liquor (or 
"hooch," as the gangsters call it) costs 
extra. A typical perfonnance, including 
dinner, usually lasts around three hours. 
For more information about 
Tommy Gun s Garage. visit www.tom-
mygunsgarage.com or cal/ (773) 
RAT-A-TAT 
'Greatest Show on Earth' 
Ammo SlddIquI/T1le Chronicle 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum Bailey Circus returns for iIs 133rd year in Chicago. The circus ele-
phants made their way down Kinzie Avenue Nov. 17 to the Un~ed Center where they will per-
form through Nov. 30. Elephants are the largest living land animal and can weight up to six 
tons, consuming between 150 to 250 pounds of hay, grains, fruils and vegetables per day. 
Hospital not 
a very good 
'Advocate' 
o Class-action lawsuit filed on behalf of 
uninsured patients of Advocate Health Care 
By JennHer Golz 
City Beat Edtor 
A class-action lawsuit was fi led 
Nov. 19. against the largest nonprofit 
hospital system in Illinois. The Oak 
Brook-based Advocate Health Care 
faces allegations of price fixing and 
consumer fraud. 
The lawsuit was filed on behalf of 
seven plaintiffs without insurance 
who have been treated at one of 
Advocate's eight Chicagoland hospi-
tals . Thomas Geoghegan and Scott 
Frankel. attorneys for the plaintiffs, 
are seek..ing the return of excess sums 
paid by the uninsured. 
Uninsured patients of the Advocate 
hospita1s have been charged in some 
cases more than two times the allow-
able fees of insurance companies and 
government care such as Medicaid. 
Because Advocate is a nonprofit 
healthcare provider. Geoghegan said, 
the hospital network receives large 
tax exemptions to provide free or 
below cost healthcare to those who 
cannot afford to pay otherwise. 
"[Advocatel is taking this extreme-
ly valuable tax exemption that we the 
tax payers give to provide care to our 
community to those in need of it. and 
then they go out and charge these 
people the very highest rates," 
Geoghegan said at a press conference. 
"And not only [do they] charge them 
these rates. but [they) go after them 
with lawsuits. garnishments and out-
s ide collections." 
The practice of charging uninsured 
patients up to two times or more than 
an insurance company's allowable 
amount is a violation of the Illinois 
Consumer Fraud and Deceptive 
Business Practices Act. the lawsuit 
alleges. 
"Instead of providing these people 
with free and below cosl medical 
care. they are pushed into bankrupt-
cy:' Geoghegan said . "And the irony 
of this is that in many cases these are 
the people out there who go to hen 
and back to payoff the whole bill at a 
See Health care, Page 30 
Meigs Field to reopen, but not as airport 
o Controversy continues as park district officials work on building a new park at Meigs Field 
By Tnmey Saylor 
SIaIIWrie< 
Despite mo unting budget con-
cerns. the Chicago Park District 
denied a proposal presented earlier 
this month by the Friends o f Mei gs 
Field. which pledged nearly $140 
million to reopen the former airfield 
a., a combined airport and park . 
'ns tead. park dis trict officials said 
the lakefront pro pert y that o nce 
hou~ a , ingle runway alTpnrt wi ll 
be co nverted intn a large park filled 
with gra.,s and shrub, . Tn confront a 
\30 million deficit for the yea r. offi · 
cia l, said they will look withm theit 
nw n (Jrgani ;r...1 tion In reduce ex pendl -
lUre, aero" the Ixl .. rd. 
" Oy law we ha ve to have a h .. l· 
anced budget." , aid Chi(';ago P .. rk 
Di,tricf 'p(}ke~man Juli a n Otten. 
" But we ate not IOf)kin g for oulJl ide 
fundIng to do~ out hudget g .. p." 
Green 'aid lhe park d"trict plan, In 
reduce , pending In /fdverti!ling and 
OJ:ler .. ' ing budget •. reduce helllih (,;ure 
CMt,. offer e:mplfry'ee, an eilrly rellre-
ment package .. 00 reduce manage-
ment (;(mllitCh , .. II in tin "lIempt In 
balance: budget Iflt.al' before ne.llt yeat. 
IJuri ng fh,u budget fmum, he ld 
,tl"l.' month, 'he P,iend, nf Meig .. 
Pleld . a 'IfInpr4'1fi t agency with mOTe 
than h.~)O membe", ilppealed In 
" "k d,"'"(:1 t,ffidlt l, 10 reopen 
Me,s-, P,eld ttnd gai n an e,timltt t d 
"39 mIllion frum fem,,,' SiviBtio n 
'und, be.fHfe the: budget plRfl j, 
,e lea~ (;0 N(,v, 2 1 
Steve Wh it ney. pre.ide nt (I' 
""end. f"1f Mel,., f-' Ield , .,lid he h,.,. 
8«" ,he: Oekl 'ef~n twlu in Ihe 
PO" oI,1ff y • .,. . • 00 "'''''' Ih.1 "U,. 
thi,d lime wi ll be iii chlil tm," 
Whitney said that Meigs was an 
integral part of the airport operating 
system in Chicago. 
"Every p lane that landed at Mei gs 
was another one being taken from 
Midway and 0' Hare." he said . 
Kevin Rojek. president of the 
National Air Traffi('; Contro ll ers 
Associ ation at Midway. said that air 
traffic at Midway has been in record 
numbers thi s year. and part of that 
growth can be: attributed to the dos· 
in g of Meigs fi e ld in March . 
"There: ill a combination nf things 
going on ," he: sa id . "Southwesl 
Airlines and ATA have expa nded 
their flights ,,"d more peuple: are fly -
ing . But the: c!o, ure of Meig!l Pie:ld 
h,n definitely cnntributed tn the 
overall truffic vo lume. e~pecio ll y tn 
eorp4"luI'e tr" m e lIumber.'4 ," 
In their prupUlUlI, "Pnrk!l and 
Plane" fur MClg!l Pield and Nurlherly 
IsI .. nd:· the Prie:nd~ (If Meig!l Field 
mtroduced II plnn for the 7t1-ucre 
!l pr.ce Ih at would inCnrputllle nn 
uJ'CrulII.g anput!. 1111 well II~ II luk e-
rrunl pllrk nnd vllduu!I public IIl1r11C-
til"' • . indudint[ II new mu se llltl Illld 
" ic rlll.: Men, 
"Ollr m gH nl l.ll tiun I .• t.ledha.tctl In 
the pre.e rvlltifm of Melg~ Jllllld. I,nd 
uu r inl erelll I!I In hllvlng "pell "ir 
"plM:e." W~itney ",.id. " UUI Ihlll I~ 
nut 1(1 !Illy we Itrc IIgHlnll1 pllrk .. : · 
Whllney !llt hl Ihlll if the J:IIlrk cH ... 
Iliel clI" !lldered !le lllng the "tnt! bAd 
It' the c it y IIf C hlcltgu. who lIwned 
the prope rl y flJr mltfe th"" j n yelm . 
tti fl.)' w(luld he ellgi"le for fede,,. 1 
rund illg, hlt VI! All o ppurtunit y 141 
ch,<te thei, InlH"'"1 hu!Jgel gAl'. Alld 
eve,. "lIplli {,ff "'tlney ror nelghbur. 
h{Iud p",k" . whlt-h Rtf" ill 11"."et ltle 
need of rehabilitation." 
" Particularly in low-income 
neighborhoods there is a shortage of 
parks. and the parks that are there 
suffer from poor maintenance condi · 
tions." Whitney said. 
Adelle Dixon. a res ident of the 
Pu ll man Park District for 19 years. 
said she would rather see funding go 
toward her loca l park as opposed to a 
lakefro nt park property, where she 
sa id there are already a number of 
quality parks. 
"Most children in poorer neigh-
borhuods nre deprived of nice park 
facilities." Di.llon snid . "The inner 
ci ty hlls enough deprived c hildren. 
lind IIny money thnt (,;UIl be used 10 
help Ihelll shuuld nut be wasted or 
put ill 1111 arell thnt does nnt really 
need help:' 
Erlllll Tranler. presidelll nf the 
lIu llprufil "Kellcy Frie nds Ill' the 
Pllrkll. ugreell thut more purk lI puce Is 
needed in ChicIIKU. but !lIIid Ihul Ihe 
hellt plilce In put il I ~ lIellr the luk e-
frolH It t Meillll flie ld . 
" We hnve the uppurtunlty til tuke 
the bell t plc\!e u r "lIId In tha dly ,,"l! 
put il III Kuud 1I .~e." Tmlller Imld. 
"'fhe cl ly dellper,,!ely ncc:dll purk 
IIpllce. lind !htl! 1I111mllll nf tlllllllly 
IIHld III prh.:e lellll.·· 
Oreell 8111d Ihe pnrk phlll 18 "I1UI 
JUIII fur Ihe IlI k"rront:' hUI hi "line 
Vllrl of u prUKrRII1 lu IlIIpruve the 
uVClr1t 1l qlUIUly uf lire In elllchYII ," 
"Chh.lR lI;U I" 111111111' It rew cilielt with 
II 1II" .. "lvl! InkdruIII ptll l)C~rty." he 
IIn ltl , ' '' ' 'he Putk IJl lt ltllJt. II luu" willi 
Ihe clly lit ChlCitlJu. hilA tn!t ll lt un II 
plull 111111 will itWteltAI! IIcct!!Hlihllll y uf 
HU ll IIpllce for All uf 11 8 re.hlen tlt." 
The pArk dlllirici ullvelle ,", Iht ir 
p lan for a park in July. but Green 
said the plan is still in the first phase 
of deve lopment and there is no esti-
mated date of completion. 
"We are moving forward to devel· 
op a park. but we will not even enter-
tain the idea to develop the park into 
airport." he said. "The Chicago Park 
District is in the recreation depart-
ment. not the aviation d~partment. " 
.. 
The runway 01 MIIgI Filid Wli cltatroytd by cona\NC\Ion ~WI 
In the middle 01 tht night Itlt aprIng, FlItnda 01 MtIQe I'It4d Illhap-
Ing to tum the unu,ea 'PAce Into " IIIklllont PArk fOr reekIInII. 
